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Why GAO Did This Study 

Data mining—a technique for 
extracting useful information from large 
volumes of data—is one type of 
analysis that the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) uses to help 
detect and prevent terrorist threats. 
While data-mining systems offer a 
number of promising benefits, their use 
also raises privacy concerns.  

GAO was asked to (1) assess DHS 
policies for evaluating the effectiveness 
and privacy protections of data-mining 
systems used for counterterrorism, (2) 
assess DHS agencies’ efforts to 
evaluate the effectiveness and privacy 
protections of their data-mining 
systems, and (3) describe the 
challenges facing DHS in implementing 
an effective evaluation framework.  

To do so, GAO developed a systematic 
evaluation framework based on 
recommendations and best practices 
outlined by the National Research 
Council, industry practices, and prior 
GAO reports. GAO compared its 
evaluation framework to DHS’s and 
three component agencies’ policies 
and to six systems’ practices, and 
interviewed agency officials about gaps 
in their evaluations and challenges. 

What GAO Recommends 

GAO is recommending that DHS 
executives address gaps in agency 
evaluation policies and that component 
agency officials address shortfalls in 
their system evaluations. DHS 
concurred with GAO’s 
recommendations and identified steps 
it is taking to address selected 
recommendations. The department 
also offered technical comments, 
which GAO incorporated as 
appropriate.  

What GAO Found 

As part of a systematic evaluation framework, agency policies should ensure 
organizational competence, evaluations of a system’s effectiveness and privacy 
protections, executive review, and appropriate transparency throughout the 
system’s life cycle. While DHS and three of its component agencies—U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 
and the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services—have established policies 
that address most of these key policy elements, the policies are not 
comprehensive. For example, DHS policies do not fully ensure executive review 
and transparency, and the component agencies’ policies do not sufficiently 
require evaluating system effectiveness. DHS’s Chief Information Officer 
reported that the agency is planning to improve its executive review process by 
conducting more intensive reviews of IT investments, including the data-mining 
systems reviewed in this report. Until such reforms are in place, DHS and its 
component agencies may not be able to ensure that critical data mining systems 
used in support of counterterrorism are both effective and that they protect 
personal privacy.  

Another aspect of a systematic evaluation framework involves ensuring that 
agencies implement sound practices for organizational competence, evaluations 
of a system’s effectiveness and privacy protections, executive review, and 
appropriate transparency and oversight throughout a system’s life cycle. 
Evaluations of six data mining systems from a mix of DHS component agencies 
showed that all six program offices took steps to evaluate their system’s 
effectiveness and privacy protections. However, none performed all of the key 
activities associated with an effective evaluation framework. For example, four of 
the program offices executed most of the activities for evaluating program privacy 
impacts, but only one program office performed most of the activities related to 
obtaining executive review and approval. By not consistently performing 
necessary evaluations and reviews of these systems, DHS and its component 
agencies risk developing and acquiring systems that do not effectively support 
their agencies’ missions and do not adequately ensure the protection of privacy-
related information. 

DHS faces key challenges in implementing a framework to ensure systems are 
effective and provide privacy protections. These include reviewing and 
overseeing systems once they are in operation, stabilizing and implementing 
acquisition policies throughout the department, and ensuring that privacy- 
sensitive systems have timely and up-to-date privacy reviews. The shortfalls 
GAO noted in agency policies and practices provide insight into these 
challenges. Until DHS addresses these challenges, it will be limited in its ability to 
ensure that its systems have been adequately reviewed, are operating as 
intended, and are appropriately protecting individual privacy and assuring 
transparency to the public. 
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United States Government Accountability Office

Washington, DC 20548 

September 7, 2011 

The Honorable Donna F. Edwards 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight 
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology 
House of Representatives 
 
The Honorable Brad Miller 
Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment 
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology 
House of Representatives 

Established in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks that took place on 
September 11, 2001, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is, 
among other things, responsible for preventing terrorist attacks within the 
United States, reducing the nation’s vulnerability to terrorism, minimizing 
damages from attacks that occur, and helping the nation recover from 
such attacks. Since its formation, DHS has increasingly focused on the 
prevention and detection of terrorist threats through technological means. 
Data mining—a technique for extracting useful information from large 
volumes of data—is one type of analysis that DHS uses to help detect 
terrorist threats. While data mining offers a number of promising benefits, 
its use also raises privacy concerns when the data being mined include 
personal information. 

Given the challenge of balancing DHS’s counterterrorism mission with the 
need to protect individuals’ personal information, you requested that we 
evaluate DHS policies and practices for ensuring that its data-mining 
systems are both effective and that they protect personal privacy. Our 
objectives were to (1) assess DHS policies for evaluating the 
effectiveness and privacy protections of data-mining systems used for 
counterterrorism, (2) assess DHS agencies’ efforts to evaluate the 
effectiveness and privacy protections of their counterterrorism-related 
data-mining systems throughout the systems’ life cycles, and (3) describe 
the challenges facing DHS in implementing an effective framework for 
evaluating its counterterrorism-related data-mining systems. 

To address our objectives, we developed an assessment framework 
based on recommendations and best practices outlined by the National 
Research Council, industry practices, and prior GAO reports. We 
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compared DHS policies for evaluating the effectiveness and privacy 
protections of its data-mining systems to this framework and identified 
gaps. We also selected a nonrandom sample of six systems that perform 
data mining in support of counterterrorism, seeking systems from a mix of 
component agencies and in different life-cycle stages. We compared the 
practices used to evaluate these systems to the assessment framework 
and identified gaps. Because we reviewed a nonrandom sample of 
systems, our results cannot be generalized to the agency as a whole or to 
other agency systems that we did not review. We identified the causes of 
any gaps in DHS’s policies and practices to determine challenges the 
department faces in implementing an effective framework for evaluating 
its data-mining systems. We also interviewed agency and program 
officials on their policies, practices, and challenges. 

We conducted this performance audit from August 2010 to September 
2011, in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to 
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for 
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe 
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings 
and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Additional details on our 
objectives, scope, and methodology are provided in appendix I. 

 
DHS is charged with preventing and deterring terrorist attacks and 
protecting against and responding to threats and hazards to the United 
States. Originally formed in 2003 with the combination and reorganization 
of functions from 22 different agencies, the department currently consists 
of 7 component agencies, including U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and the U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). In addition to the 
component agencies, centralized management functions are handled by 
offices including the Privacy Office, the Office of the Chief Procurement 
Officer, and the Office of the Chief Information Officer. Figure 1 provides 
an overview of the DHS organizational structure, while table 1 
summarizes the responsibilities of the seven component agencies. 

Background 
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Figure 1: DHS Organizational Structure  
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Table 1: DHS Component Agencies 

Component agency Mission 

Customs and Border Protection  Protects the nation’s borders to prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering 
the United States, while facilitating the flow of legitimate trade and travel.  

Federal Emergency Management Agency  Prepares the nation for hazards, manages federal response and recovery efforts 
following any national incident, and administers the National Flood Insurance Program. 

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement  Protects the nation’s borders by identifying and shutting down vulnerabilities in the 
nation’s border, economic, transportation, and infrastructure security.  

Transportation Security Administration  Protects the nation’s transportation systems to ensure freedom of movement for people 
and commerce. 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Administers immigration and naturalization adjudication functions and establishes 
immigration services, policies, and priorities. 

U.S. Coast Guard  Protects the public, the environment, and economic interests in the nation’s ports and 
waterways, along the coast, on international waters, and in any maritime region as 
required to support national security.  

U.S. Secret Service Protects the President and other high-level officials and investigates counterfeiting and 
other financial crimes, including financial institution fraud, identity theft, computer fraud, 
and computer-based attacks on our nation’s financial, banking, and 
telecommunications infrastructure.  

Source: GAO analysis of DHS data. 

 

 
DHS spends billions of dollars each year to develop and acquire IT 
systems that perform both mission-critical and support functions. In fiscal 
year 2011, DHS expects to spend approximately $6.27 billion on over 300 
IT-related programs, including 45 major IT acquisition programs.1 

In order to manage these acquisitions, the department established the 
Management Directorate, which includes the Chief Information Officer 
(CIO), the Chief Procurement Officer, and the Acquisition Review Board. 
In addition, the Chief Privacy Officer plays a key role in developing and 
deploying IT systems. Specific roles and responsibilities for these entities 
are described below: 

 The CIO’s responsibilities include setting IT policies, processes and 
standards, and ensuring departmental information technology 

                                                                                                                       
1DHS defines major IT acquisitions as those with total life-cycle costs over $300 million or 
programs that warrant special attention due to their importance to the department’s 
strategic and performance plans, effect on multiple components, or program and policy 
implications, among other factors. 

DHS IT Acquisition 
Management 
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acquisitions comply with its management processes, technical 
requirements, and approved enterprise architecture, among other 
things. Additionally, the CIO chairs the department’s Chief Information 
Officer Council, which is responsible for ensuring the development of 
IT resource management policies, processes, best practices, 
performance measures, and decision criteria for managing the 
delivery of services and investments, while controlling costs and 
mitigating risks. 

 The Chief Procurement Officer is the department’s senior 
procurement executive, who has leadership and authority over DHS 
acquisition and contracting, including major investments. The officer’s 
responsibilities include issuing acquisition policies and implementation 
instructions, overseeing acquisition and contracting functions, and 
ensuring that a given acquisition’s contracting strategy and plans align 
with the intent of the department’s Acquisition Review Board. 

 The Acquisition Review Board2 is the department’s highest-level 
investment review board, responsible for reviewing major programs at 
key acquisition decision points and determining a program’s readiness 
to proceed to the next life-cycle phase.3 The board’s chairperson is 
responsible for approving the key acquisition documents critical to 
establishing a program’s business case, operational requirements, 
acquisition baseline, and testing and support plans. Also, the board’s 
chairperson is responsible for assessing breaches of the acquisition 
plan’s cost and schedule estimates and directing corrective actions. 

 The Chief Privacy Officer heads DHS’s Privacy Office and is 
responsible for ensuring that the department is in compliance with 
federal laws and guidance that govern the use of personal information 
by the federal government, as well as ensuring compliance with 

                                                                                                                       
2Key members of the Acquisition Review Board include the Undersecretary of 
Management, the Chief Procurement Officer, CIO, and General Counsel. 

3A system’s life cycle normally begins with initial concept development and continues 
through requirements definition to design, development, various phases of testing, 
implementation, and maintenance phases.  
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departmental policy.4 One of the office’s key roles is the review and 
approval of privacy impact assessments (PIA), which are analyses of 
how personal information is collected, used, disseminated, and 
maintained within a system. 

DHS’s component agencies also share responsibility for IT management 
and acquisition activities. For example, the departmental CIO shares 
control of IT management functions with the CIOs of the major 
component agencies. Similarly, DHS’s Chief Procurement Officer and the 
component agencies’ senior acquisition officials share responsibility for 
managing and overseeing component acquisitions. Further, the Privacy 
Office coordinates with privacy officers for each major component agency 
to ensure that system PIAs are completed. 

 
In fulfilling its mission, DHS and its component agencies collect and 
analyze data, including data about individuals. Data-mining systems 
provide a means to analyze this information. These systems apply 
database technology and associated techniques—such as queries, 
statistical analysis, and modeling—in order to discover information in 
massive databases, uncover hidden patterns, find subtle relationships in 
existing data, and predict future results. 

The two most common types of data mining are pattern-based queries 
and subject-based queries. Pattern-based queries search for data 
elements that match or depart from a pre-determined pattern, such as 
unusual travel patterns that might indicate a terrorist threat. Subject-
based queries search for any available information on a predetermined 
subject using a specific identifier. This identifier could be linked to an 
individual (such as a person’s name or Social Security number) or an 
object (such as a bar code or registration number). For example, one 
could initiate a search for information related to an automobile license 
plate number. In practice, many data-mining systems use a combination 
of pattern-based and subject-based queries. 

                                                                                                                       
4For purposes of this report, the term personal information encompasses all information 
associated with an individual, including both identifying and nonidentifying information. 
Personally identifying information, which can be used to locate or identify an individual, 
includes things such as names, aliases, and agency-assigned case numbers. 
Nonidentifying personal information includes such things as age, education, finances, 
criminal history, physical attributes, and gender. 

DHS Collects and Analyzes 
Personal Data to Fulfill Its 
Mission 
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By law, DHS is required to report to Congress annually on its pattern-
based data-mining systems that are used to indicate terrorist or criminal 
activity.5 In its most recent report, DHS identified three such systems. For 
example, CBP’s Automated Targeting System (ATS) compares 
intelligence and law enforcement data with traveler and cargo data to 
detect and prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the 
United States. 

DHS’s subject-based data-mining systems are more common. These 
include any information system that uses analytical tools to retrieve 
information from large volumes of data or multiple sources of information. 
For example, the ICE Pattern Analysis and Information Collection 
(ICEPIC) system allows analysts to search for information about 
individuals who are the subject of investigation across multiple data 
sources. Table 2 describes the six DHS data-mining systems (and, where 
applicable, key components of the systems) evaluated in this report. 

Table 2: Selected DHS Data-Mining Systems  

System/component Description 

Analytical Framework for Intelligence (AFI) CBP is developing this system to enable intelligence analysts to perform data queries 
and searches of multiple CBP data sources from a single platform/interface, the results 
of which are presented in the single platform. In addition, AFI is to provide access and 
federated search functions to other data sources and systems via interconnections. It is 
to provide automated tools and capabilities to support different kinds of analysis and 
visualization by CBP intelligence analysts, including link analysis, anomaly detection, 
change detection analysis, temporal analysis, pattern analysis, and predictive modeling 
of the data, and will assist with production management and work flow of intelligence 
products and reports. 

Automated Targeting System (ATS)/ 
ATS-Passenger (ATS-P) 

CBP uses the pattern-based ATS system to collect, analyze, and disseminate 
information that is gathered for the primary purpose of targeting, identifying, and 
preventing potential terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States. 

ATS-P is one of three data-mining components of this system. It uses data mining to 
evaluate travelers prior to their arrival at U.S. ports of entry. The other two components 
(Inbound and Outbound) primarily analyze cargo, not individuals. 

Citizen and Immigration Data Repository 
(CIDR) 

USCIS is developing this system to allow classified queries of USCIS benefits 
administration data systems in order to vet USCIS application information for 
indications of possible immigration fraud and national security concerns (when a 
classified environment is required), detect possible fraud and misuse of immigration 
information or position by USCIS employees, and respond to requests for information 
from the DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis and the federal intelligence and law 
enforcement community that are based on classified criteria.  

                                                                                                                       
5The Federal Agency Data Mining Reporting Act of 2007, 42 U.S.C. 2000ee-3. 
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System/component Description 

Data Analysis and Research for Trade 
Transparency System (DARTTS) 

ICE uses this pattern-based system to help carry out its responsibility to investigate 
import-export crimes including trade-based money laundering, contraband smuggling, 
and trafficking of counterfeit goods. ICE agents and analysts use the system to mine 
trade and financial data in order to identify possible illegal activity based on anomalies 
they find in certain trade activities. 

ICEPIC 

 

ICE uses this system to search disparate sources of information for previously 
unknown relationship data about individuals who are the subject of investigations. It is 
one of five projects in ICE’s Enforcement Information Sharing program. One feature of 
this system is the Law Enforcement Information Sharing Service, a Web service that 
links federal, state, and local law enforcement information sharing partners to ICEPIC’s 
searchable data sets.  

TECSa/TECS Modernization (TECS-Mod) 

 

CBP operates the TECS system, and it is used by more than 20 federal agencies for 
border enforcement needs and the sharing of border enforcement and traveler 
entry/exit information. The primary mission of the system is to support the agency in the 
prevention of terrorist entry into the United States and the enforcement of U.S. laws 
related to trade and travel. The system processes over 2 million transactions daily. 

TECS-Mod is an ongoing initiative to modernize legacy TECS capabilities with modules 
focused on the primary and secondary inspection of travelers and cargo entering and 
exiting the United States. The modernized TECS will perform data queries in support of 
those inspections that are to compare traveler’s information with things such as watch-
lists, and is also to process travel documentation. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS data. 

aTECS was originally called the Treasury Enforcement Communications System, but it lost that name 
when the system was transferred to DHS. Currently, TECS is not considered an acronym for 
anything. 

 

 
Multiple federal laws provide privacy protections for personal information 
used by federal agencies. The major requirements for the protection of 
personal privacy by federal agencies come from two laws, the Privacy Act 
of 1974 and the E-Government Act of 2002. In addition, the Federal 
Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) addresses the 
protection of personal information in the context of securing federal 
agency information and information systems, and the Homeland Security 
Act specifies additional roles for DHS’s Chief Privacy Officer. Further, the 
Federal Agency Data Mining Reporting Act of 2007 requires federal 
agencies to report to Congress on the use of certain data-mining 
systems, including their potential impact on personal privacy. These laws 
are discussed in more detail below. 

Federal Laws Define Steps 
to Protect the Privacy of 
Personal Information 
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 The Privacy Act6—This act places limitations on agencies’ collection, 
disclosure, and use of personal information maintained in systems of 
records.7 The Privacy Act requires that when agencies establish or 
make changes to a system of records, they must notify the public 
through a system of records notice in the Federal Register. This 
notice should identify, among other things, the categories of data 
collected, the categories of individuals about whom information is 
collected, the purposes for which the information is used (including, 
for example, intended sharing of the information), and procedures that 
individuals can use to review and correct personal information. 

 The E-Government Act of 2002—This act strives, among other things, 
to enhance protection for personal information in government 
information systems and information collections by requiring that 
agencies conduct privacy impact assessments (PIA). A PIA is an 
analysis of how personal information is collected, stored, shared, and 
managed in a federal system. According to Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) guidance, a PIA is to (1) ensure that handling conforms 
to applicable legal, regulatory, and policy requirements regarding 
privacy; (2) determine the risks and effects of collecting, maintaining, 
and disseminating information in identifiable form in an electronic 
information system; and (3) examine and evaluate protections and 
alternative processes for handling information to mitigate potential 
privacy risks.8 Agencies are required to conduct PIAs before 
developing or procuring information technology that collects, 
maintains, or disseminates information that is in a personally 
identifiable form, and before initiating any new data collections 
involving personal information that will be collected, maintained, or 
disseminated using information technology if the same questions are 
asked of 10 or more people. To the extent that PIAs are made publicly 
available, they provide explanations to the public about such things as 
the information that will be collected, why it is being collected, how it is 

                                                                                                                       
65 U.S.C. § 552a. 

7The act describes a “record” as any item, collection, or grouping of information about an 
individual that is maintained by an agency and contains his or her name or another 
personal identifier. It also defines “system of records” as a group of records under the 
control of any agency from which information is retrieved by the name of the individual or 
other individual identifier. 

8Office of Management and Budget, OMB Guidance for Implementing the Privacy 
Provisions of the E-Government Act of 2002, M-03-22 (Sept. 26, 2003).  
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to be used, and how the system and data will be maintained and 
protected.9 

 FISMA—This act defines federal requirements for securing 
information and information systems that support federal agency 
operations and assets. It requires agencies to develop agencywide 
information security programs that extend to contractors and other 
providers of federal data and systems.10 Under FISMA, information 
security means protecting information and information systems from 
unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or 
destruction, including controls necessary to preserve authorized 
restrictions on access and disclosure to protect personal privacy. 

 The Homeland Security Act of 200211—This act requires DHS to 
establish a Chief Privacy Officer to oversee its implementation of 
privacy protections. According to the act, the Chief Privacy Officer is 
responsible for, among other things, providing assurance that the 
agency’s use of technologies sustains privacy protections relating to 
the use, collection, and disclosure of personal information and that 
personal information within systems of records is handled in 
compliance with fair information practices as set out in the Privacy 
Act.12 

 The Federal Agency Data Mining Reporting Act of 2007—The act 
requires federal agencies to report annually to Congress on pattern-
based analyses of electronic databases used to identify predictive 
patterns or anomalies that indicate terrorist or criminal activity. The act 
excludes analyses that are subject-based, that use personal 
identifiers or inputs associated with individuals, and those that are 

                                                                                                                       
9The E-Government Act requires agencies, if practicable, to make privacy impact 
assessments publicly available through agency Web sites, by publication in the Federal 
Register, or by other means. Pub. L. 107-347, § 208(b)(1)(B)(iii). 

10FISMA, Title III, E-Government Act of 2002, Pub. L. 107-347 (Dec. 17, 2002), 44 U.S.C. 
§ 3541, et seq. 

11Pub. L. No. 107-296, § 222 (Nov. 25, 2002). 

12For more information on the Fair Information Practices, see appendix II. 
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solely to detect fraud, waste, and abuse in government agencies or 
programs, or for government computer security.13 

 
In 2008, the National Research Council (NRC)14 issued a report outlining 
ways to evaluate the effectiveness and privacy protections of data-mining 
systems at agencies with counterterrorism responsibilities, including 
DHS.15 In its report, NRC recommends that agencies establish a 
systematic process—such as the framework that it proposes—to evaluate 
their policies and programs. NRC’s proposed framework addresses five 
key elements: (1) ensuring organizational competence, (2) evaluating the 
effectiveness of systems throughout their life cycles, (3) evaluating the 
privacy protections of systems throughout their life cycles, (4) obtaining 
executive review and authorization, and (5) providing appropriate 
transparency and external oversight throughout a system’s life cycle. 

Supplementing NRC’s recommended framework, GAO and others have 
recommended specific policies and practices to ensure that IT 
investments receive appropriate executive oversight throughout their life 
cycles, that IT acquisitions are adequately managed, and that individuals’ 
personal information is adequately protected. Key sources include: 

 Investment management—In 2004, we issued a framework for 
assessing federal agencies’ IT investment management practices.16 
Investment management involves executive oversight of a system or 
project throughout its life cycle. Investment management processes 
and practices are used to select, control, and evaluate investments in 

                                                                                                                       
13As previously noted, in its most recent report, DHS identified three pattern-based data 
mining systems. These include DARTTS, ATS, and the Freight Assessment System, 
which does not focus on personal information.  

14The NRC is the principal operating agency of the National Academies of Sciences and 
Engineering, which are private, nonprofit societies of distinguished scholars engaged in 
scientific and engineering research. The NRC’s purpose is to provide services to the 
federal government, the public, and the scientific and engineering communities. 

15National Research Council, Protecting Individual Privacy in the Struggle Against 
Terrorists: A Framework for Program Assessment (Washington, D.C.: 2008). 

16GAO, Information Technology Investment Management: A Framework for Assessing 
and Improving Process Maturity (Version 1.1), GAO-04-394G (Washington, D.C.:  
March 2004). 

Assessment Framework 
Provides Guidance for 
Evaluating System 
Effectiveness and Privacy 
Impacts 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-04-394G
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order to help ensure that they increase business value and mission 
performance. 

 System acquisition management—In 2007, the Software Engineering 
Institute established a model for organizations to use to assess and 
improve system management capabilities in different process areas, 
such as project planning, project monitoring and control, requirements 
management, configuration management, and risk management.17 
These processes help agencies reduce the risk of cost overruns, 
schedule delays, and performance shortfalls. 

 Personal privacy protection—Originally developed in 1972, revised in 
1980, and reinforced in 1998 and 2006, the Fair Information Practices 
provide a framework of principles for balancing the need for privacy 
with other public policy interests, such as national security, law 
enforcement, and administrative efficiency. These practices underlie 
the provisions of multiple national and international laws and policies 
affecting personal privacy, including the Privacy Act. See appendix II 
for more information on the Fair Information Practices. 

Supplementing NRC’s proposed framework with the policies and 
practices discussed above, we developed a systematic framework to 
evaluate agencies’ policies and practices. This evaluation framework is 
organized into five key elements and includes two components. One 
component of the framework focuses on agency policies and the other 
component focuses on system management practices. Table 3 provides 
an overview of this evaluation framework. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
17Software Engineering Institute, Capability Maturity Model® Integration (CMMI®) for 
Acquisition, Version 1.2, CMU/SEI-2007-TR-017 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: November 2007). 
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Table 3: Overview of a Systematic Framework for Evaluating Agency Policies and Practices for System Effectiveness and 
Privacy Impacts  

Key element Policy evaluation component Practice evaluation component 

Organizational 
competence 

Ensure that agency policies establish key authorities 
and require that appropriate staffing is in place and 
trained. 

Ensure that appropriate authorities and staffing 
are in place and that they perform required 
functions. 

Evaluating system 
effectiveness 

Ensure that agency policies require assessments and 
testing of the system while it is being developed, 
before deployment, and once operational. 

Ensure that required assessments and testing 
have taken place. 

Evaluating privacy 
impacts 

Ensure that agency policies require assessments of 
system privacy impacts, before developing, operating, 
or making major changes to systems, as well as 
evaluations once operational. 

Ensure that privacy impact assessments and 
required independent reviews have taken place.

Obtaining executive 
review and authorization 
of investments 

Ensure that agency policies establish executive 
investment review boards and require that they 
conduct appropriate reviews. 

Ensure that the system has undergone reviews 
by investment review boards, as appropriate. 

Providing transparency 
and external oversight 

Ensure that agency policies require regular reviews by 
non-system owners, and transparency to external 
overseers. 

Ensure that the program office has obtained 
regular reviews of the system and provided 
appropriate transparency. 

Source: GAO analysis of NRC recommendations, the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model® Integration for 
Acquisition, federal law and guidance, and GAO guidance. 

 

This evaluation framework is consistent with many aspects of a recent 
plan established by the Administration to reform IT.18 The reform plan 
identifies steps and time frames for achieving operational efficiencies and 
effectively managing large-scale IT programs. Further, most reviews 
required under this framework are not new; rather they are required by 
law or guidance, or suggested by best practices. The benefit of using 
such a framework is that it provides an integrated approach to ensuring 
system effectiveness and privacy protections from both a policy and 
practice perspective. DHS’s CIO commented that the framework appears 
to provide a reasonable approach to ensuring data-mining systems are 
effective and provide adequate privacy protections. 

 

                                                                                                                       
18The White House, 25-Point Implementation Plan to Reform Federal Information 
Technology Management (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 9, 2010).  
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In recent years, we have reported on acquisition management 
challenges, data-mining systems, and privacy concerns at DHS.19 For 
example, in September 2009, we testified that since its creation, DHS had 
faced challenges in acquiring large-scale IT systems, leading to cost and 
schedule overruns on multiple programs.20 We reiterated 
recommendations that DHS improve its acquisition management process 
and implement better acquisition management reviews. In June of 2010, 
we reported that DHS had made progress in its efforts to effectively and 
efficiently acquire large-scale IT programs—for instance by providing 
more guidance on acquisitions at the departmental and component 
levels—but that its implementation of acquisition management policies 
and practices was inconsistent.21 Moreover, we reported that many major 
IT system acquisitions were not receiving effective oversight. DHS 
acknowledged these shortfalls, and the department’s CIO is developing 
suggestions for improving DHS’s governance process. 

Regarding DHS data-mining systems and privacy protections, in 2007 we 
reported that DHS’s Analysis, Dissemination, Visualization, Insight, and 
Semantic Enhancement data-mining tool raised a number of privacy 
concerns, such as the potential for erroneously associating individuals 
with crime or terrorism and the misidentification of individuals with similar 
names.22 The system was subsequently canceled. We also repeatedly 
reviewed the Transportation Security Administration’s (TSA) Secure Flight 

                                                                                                                       
19See, for example, GAO, Department of Homeland Security: Assessments of Selected 
Complex Acquisitions, GAO-10-588SP (Washington, D.C.: July 30, 2010); Secure Border 
Initiative: DHS Needs to Follow Through on Plans to Reassess and Better Manage Key 
Technology Program, GAO-10-840T (Washington, D.C.: June 17, 2010); Homeland 
Security: Better Use of Terrorist Watchlist Information and Improvements in Deployment of 
Passenger Checkpoint Technologies Could Further Strengthen Security, GAO-10-401T 
(Washington, D.C.: Jan. 27, 2010); Homeland Security: Despite Progress, DHS Continues 
to Be Challenged in Managing Its Multi-Billion Dollar Annual Investment in Large-Scale 
Information Technology Systems, GAO-09-1002T (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 15, 2009); 
Department of Homeland Security: Billions Invested in Major Programs Lack Appropriate 
Oversight, GAO-09-29 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 18, 2008); Homeland Security: Continuing 
Attention to Privacy Concerns is Needed as Programs Are Developed, GAO-07-630T 
(Washington, D.C.: Mar. 21, 2007); and Data Mining: Early Attention to Privacy in 
Developing a Key DHS Program Could Reduce Risks, GAO-07-293 (Washington, D.C.: 
Feb. 28, 2007). 

20GAO-09-1002T.  

21GAO-10-588SP.  

22GAO-07-293. 

Prior Reviews of DHS 
Have Identified Concerns 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-588SP
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-840T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-401T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-09-1002T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-630T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-09-29
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-293
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-09-1002T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-588SP
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-293
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program, and reported on the agency’s progress and challenges in 
developing the program, including protecting privacy. Most recently, in 
April 2010, we reported that TSA had generally achieved all of the 
conditions for the program’s development, including ensuring that there 
were no specific privacy concerns with the technology.23 

Additionally, in 2007, we reported that DHS’s Privacy Office had 
addressed its mandate to ensure that technologies sustain, and do not 
erode, privacy protections through a variety of actions, including 
implementing its PIA compliance framework and raising awareness of 
privacy issues through a series of public workshops. However, we noted 
that the office had made little progress in updating notices for legacy 
systems of records—older systems of records that were originally 
developed by other agencies prior to the creation of DHS. We 
recommended that DHS designate full-time privacy officers at key DHS 
components and establish a schedule for the timely issuance of Privacy 
Office reports, among other things.24 DHS’s Privacy Office has since 
implemented these recommendations. 

 
While DHS and the three component agencies we reviewed have 
established policies that address most elements of a systematic 
framework for evaluating a system’s effectiveness and privacy impacts, 
the policies are not comprehensive. Table 4 identifies the key elements 
and corresponding attributes of an effective policy for evaluating system 
effectiveness and privacy impacts. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
23GAO, GAO Review of the Department of Homeland Security’s Certification of the 
Secure Flight Program—Cost and Schedule Estimates, GAO-10-535R (Washington, D.C.: 
Apr. 5, 2010).  

24GAO, DHS Privacy Office: Progress Made but Challenges Remain in Notifying and 
Reporting to the Public, GAO-07-522 (Washington, D.C., Apr. 27, 2007). 

Agency Policies 
Address Most 
Elements of a 
Systematic 
Framework for 
Evaluating 
Effectiveness and 
Privacy, but Are Not 
Comprehensive 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-535R
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-522
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Table 4: Key Elements of an Effective Policy for Evaluating System Effectiveness and Privacy Impacts 

Element Policy attributes 

Ensuring organizational 
competence 

 Establish acquisition decision authorities responsible for approving acquisitions as they progress 
through their life cycle. 

 Establish a policy-level chief privacy officer responsible for ensuring compliance with privacy laws, 
policies, and guidance, and as appropriate, component privacy officials responsible for assisting in 
this process. 

 Require agencies to develop staffing plans that include staff responsible for ensuring a system’s 
effectiveness and privacy protections. 

 Require agencies to train those responsible for the system’s privacy and security requirements. 

Evaluating system 
effectiveness 

 Require evaluations of systems while they are being developed or when they have major changes to 
ensure consistency with their stated purpose. 

 Require evaluations of system effectiveness (including adequate testing and data quality 
assessments). 

 Require an independent assessment of the system’s effectiveness (by an entity outside of the 
program office). 

 Require routine re-evaluations of systems once deployed to ensure their continued effectiveness 
and consistency of purpose. 

Evaluating privacy impacts  Require program offices to conduct privacy impact assessments before developing, operating, or 
making major changes to information systems that process personal information. 

 Require privacy assessments to include an evaluation of privacy risks and mitigation strategies, the 
manner in which data are collected and are to be used, security safeguards, procedures for an 
individual to access and request corrections to their personal information, transparency, and 
accountability. 

 Require an independent assessment of a system’s privacy impacts and protections (by an entity 
outside of the program office). 

 Require periodic re-evaluations of a system’s privacy and security protections once the system is 
deployed. 

Obtaining executive review 
and authorization of 
investments 

 Establish investment review boards that provide executive review and authorization to proceed at 
regular intervals throughout a system’s life cycle—including design, development, and operation. 

 Require investment reviews to 

 assess the system’s alignment with the agency’s goals and mission. 

 ensure that the system is operating as intended. 

 ensure that the system has adequate privacy and security protections in place.  

Providing transparency and 
external oversight 

 Require regular reviews of operational information systems by non-system owners (such as the CIO 
and privacy office) to ensure compliance with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

 Ensure that programs report on a system’s effectiveness and privacy protections to external 
overseers, as required. 

 Require that information is provided to external overseers (such as a congressionally-sponsored 
oversight board) to allow more intensive scrutiny of a system’s privacy protections in cases where 
public reporting is not required. 

Source: GAO analysis of NRC recommendations, the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model® Integration for 
Acquisition, federal law and guidance, and GAO guidance. 
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DHS and selected component agencies (CBP, ICE, and USCIS) have 
established acquisition, investment, and privacy-related policies that 
address many of the elements and attributes; however, these policies are 
not comprehensive. At the corporate level, DHS has incorporated most of 
the critical elements into its policies, but the policies do not fully ensure 
executive review and transparency. The component agencies’ policies 
partially address most of the elements, but are lacking several important 
attributes. For example, none of the three component agencies’ policies 
sufficiently address requirements for evaluating system effectiveness or 
transparency and external oversight. Table 5 provides an assessment of 
policy areas by agency; a discussion of the agencies’ policies follows the 
table. A detailed assessment of our results can be found in appendix III. 

Table 5: Assessment of DHS and Selected Component Agencies’ Policies 

Element 
DHS 

(corporate) CBP ICE USCIS 

Ensuring organizational competence ● ◕ ● ● 
Evaluating system effectiveness ● ◕ ◕ ◑ 
Evaluating privacy impacts ● ● ● ● 
Obtaining executive review and authorization ◕ ◕ ◕ ● 
Providing transparency and external oversight ◕ ◕ ◕ ◕ 

Source: GAO analysis of agency data. 

Key 

● = The agency’s policies address all of the attributes of this element. 

◕ = The agency’s policies address most of the attributes of this element. 

◑ = The agency’s policies address about half of the attributes of this element. 

◔ = The agency’s policies address a few of the attributes of this element. 

○ = The agency’s policies address none of the attributes of this element. 

 

 Ensuring organizational competence: DHS and the component 
agencies’ policies address all or most of the key attributes needed to 
ensure organizational competence. Specifically, DHS and the three 
component agencies’ policies establish key authorities, including 
acquisition decision authorities for information-based systems; a policy-
level chief privacy officer responsible for ensuring compliance with 
privacy laws, policies, and guidance; and senior privacy officials for all 
three component agencies to assist with privacy compliance. In 
addition, DHS, ICE, and USCIS policies require that program managers 
assess staff qualifications and resources during system development. 
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Further, DHS policies guide the component agencies in requiring that 
all staff receive training on security and privacy requirements. 

However, CBP policies do not require planning to ensure adequate 
staff resources. Agency officials stated that they are in the process of 
revising their acquisition guidance, and anticipate having it completed 
by September 2011. Until CBP updates its policy to ensure staff 
qualifications and resources, the agency may be limited in its ability to 
ensure that program offices have the staff they need to evaluate a 
system’s effectiveness and privacy protections. 

 Evaluating system effectiveness: DHS, CBP, and ICE policies 
address all or most of the key attributes for evaluating the 
effectiveness of systems throughout their life cycles; however, 
USCIS’s policies only address about half of the attributes. DHS’s 
department-level policies require agencies to evaluate systems in 
development to ensure consistency with their stated purpose, 
adequately test and conduct data quality assessments for systems 
before they are deployed, conduct an independent assessment of 
system effectiveness, and re-evaluate systems once they are 
operational to ensure that they are still effective and consistent with 
their stated purpose. 

However, component agency policies that supplement the 
department’s policies are not consistent in evaluating system 
effectiveness. Specifically, none of the three component agencies’ 
policies require data quality assessments for systems before they are 
deployed. Moreover, the agencies’ policies do not require routine re-
evaluations of systems once they are operational to ensure continued 
effectiveness and consistency of purpose. One reason for this 
disconnect is that DHS recently updated its system acquisition policy, 
and the component agencies have not yet fully updated their 
implementing policies. Until the component agencies update their 
policies to require data quality assessments and re-evaluations of 
systems once they are operational, DHS and its component agencies 
may not be able to ensure that systems are operating as effectively as 
desired or as originally intended. 

 Evaluating privacy impacts: DHS and the selected component agencies’ 
policies address all of the key attributes for evaluating privacy impacts. 
The DHS Privacy Office has established policies that require program 
offices to develop PIAs before developing, operating, or making major 
changes to information systems that process personal information. The 
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department requires that these PIAs include an evaluation of privacy 
risks and mitigation strategies, the manner in which data are collected 
and used, security safeguards, and procedures for individuals to access 
and request corrections to their personal information. In addition, the 
DHS Privacy Office—which is independent of program offices and 
operates under its own authority—reviews and approves all PIAs. The 
office has several mechanisms for periodically re-evaluating a system’s 
privacy and security protections. For example, according to DHS policy, 
the office is to review and approve a program’s assessment of whether 
or not a new PIA is needed at least every 3 years (or when there are 
major system changes). 

While the DHS Privacy Office has primary responsibility for 
establishing and ensuring compliance with privacy policies throughout 
the department, the component agencies’ privacy officers are to 
oversee their respective agencies’ implementation of guidance from 
the DHS Chief Privacy Officer. This includes facilitating the completion 
of required privacy compliance documents by system managers. 

 Obtaining executive review and authorization of investments: USCIS 
policies address all of the key attributes of executive review and 
authorization; however, DHS, ICE, and CBP policies do not address 
all of the attributes. The department’s acquisition policies establish 
review boards and other review mechanisms for information-based 
systems throughout their life cycles, including design, development, 
and operations. These executive reviews are to include assessments 
of a system’s alignment with the agency’s goals and mission, whether 
a system is operating as intended, and privacy and security 
protections that are in place. Further, component agencies are 
responsible for providing executive review and authorization for 
systems with less than $300 million in life-cycle costs and are to have 
policies that supplement the department’s policies. All three 
component agency policies generally require reviews to include 
assessments of a system’s alignment with the agency’s goals and 
mission, whether a system is operating as intended, and privacy and 
security protections that are in place. 

However, we previously reported that DHS does not perform 
executive reviews for many of its major IT investments. Specifically, in 
September 2009 and again in June of 201025 we reported on the 

                                                                                                                       
25GAO-09-1002T and GAO-10-588SP. 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-09-1002T
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-588SP
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status of DHS’s acquisition improvement efforts. Despite some 
progress, we found that many of DHS’s major acquisitions were still 
not receiving effective oversight. Among other things, we noted that 
the ARB had begun to meet more frequently than in the past, but 
more than 40 programs had not been reviewed. Further, ICE and CBP 
policies do not adequately establish investment review boards or 
define how the boards are to provide oversight throughout a system’s 
life cycle. As of May 2011, the department’s CIO and ICE were in the 
process of reorganizing their governance structures for IT 
investments, and the CIO reported plans to improve the executive 
review process by conducting more intensive reviews. In addition, 
while CBP policies identify requirements for an investment review 
board to conduct periodic evaluations of IT investments, the policies 
do not describe how or when the board conducts its reviews or for 
which systems. CBP officials stated that they are currently updating 
their acquisition policy and plan to more clearly define their 
governance process in the next iteration of the policy. Until DHS 
performs intensive reviews of all of its major IT investments and ICE 
and CBP establish review boards and define how they are to provide 
oversight throughout a system’s life cycle, the department and 
component agencies may be unable to ensure that systems receive 
adequate executive review and approval, including reviews of 
systems’ effectiveness and privacy protections. 

 Providing transparency and external oversight: While DHS and the 
selected component agencies’ policies address most of the key 
attributes for providing transparency and oversight, they do not address 
all of them. DHS and the selected component agencies’ policies require 
regular reviews and documentation of a system’s effectiveness and 
privacy protections once they are in operation, and require reporting to 
internal and external overseers on a system’s effectiveness and privacy 
protections. For example, DHS policies require programs to report on 
system effectiveness and privacy protections to DHS, component 
agency oversight offices, the Office of Management and Budget, and 
Congress. In particular, DHS’s Privacy Office is required to publish all 
system PIAs, unless a PIA is deemed too sensitive to release publicly. 
Further, the department reports annually to Congress on the status of 
pattern-based data-mining systems. 

However, DHS’s and the component agencies’ policies do not require 
providing information to external overseers (such as a 
congressionally-sponsored oversight board) to allow additional 
scrutiny of the privacy protections of the sensitive information-based 
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systems that are not publicly available. DHS privacy officials reported 
that they do not currently have enough resources to facilitate 
additional reviews for all sensitive systems and believe that current 
policies and guidance are sufficient to address review and approval of 
sensitive systems. Until DHS provides for increased scrutiny of its 
most sensitive systems, the department may be limited in its ability to 
assure the public that those systems have appropriate privacy 
protections in place. 

While DHS and the three component agencies have implemented policies 
that address many of the desired attributes, there are key areas where 
policies are not comprehensive. One reason for this disconnect is the 
challenges DHS and its component agencies currently face in stabilizing and 
implementing acquisition policies throughout the department. Until the 
department and agencies expand and implement their policies, they may not 
have adequate assurance that critical data-mining systems used in support 
of counterterrorism are both effective and that they protect personal privacy. 

 
The six DHS program offices we reviewed have taken steps to evaluate 
their system’s effectiveness and privacy protections; however, none 
performed all of the key activities associated with an effective evaluation 
framework. Table 6 describes the key elements from a practice 
perspective, detailing the activities an agency or program office should 
perform to evaluate how effectively their systems perform and protect 
privacy-related information. 

 

 

Table 6: Key Elements and Activities for Evaluating System Effectiveness and Privacy Protections 

Element Agency and program office activities  

Ensuring organizational 
competence 

 Have the established authority for the information system certify key acquisition decisions, 
including decisions that affect personal data about specific individuals. 

 Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her representative), that the system is 
in compliance with privacy laws, policies, and guidance. 

 Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills needed and to identify existing 
gaps in its ability to fulfill its program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, ensure 
the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its responsibilities. 

 Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the information system with required 
security and privacy training. 

Program Offices Are 
Evaluating System 
Effectiveness and 
Privacy Protections, 
but Have Not 
Consistently 
Implemented Key 
Activities 
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Element Agency and program office activities  

Evaluating system effectiveness  Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information system’s consistency with its 
articulated purpose. 

 Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate from its original purpose and 
ensure that these changes are approved. 

 Evaluate the system before it is made operational to demonstrate expected effectiveness. In 
doing so, the evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically valid, and sufficient 
and include documented effectiveness measures. 

 Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system. 

 Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity outside the program office). 

 Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the system continues to be effective 
and consistent with its intended purpose. 

 Assess system and operator performance, with mechanisms for detecting and reporting errors 
such as monitoring tools and regular audits. 

Evaluating program privacy 
impacts 

 Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information system before developing, operating, 
and making major changes to the system. 

 Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses issues such as: privacy risks 
and actions taken to mitigate those risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability regarding data issues. 

 Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy impacts and protections (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

 Have and use a process to periodically review the effectiveness of the program’s privacy and 
security controls to update privacy impact assessments and system of records notices as 
appropriate. 

Obtaining executive review and 
authorization of investments 

 Have the executive review board evaluate the information system at each major phase of 
development and have these assessments and decisions documented. 

 Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, information security, legal 
compliance, and alignment with the agency’s mission. 

 Track any review board recommendations and concerns until they are fully addressed and 
closed. 

Providing transparency and 
external oversight 

 Obtain regular reviews of the information system by external organizations (CIO, privacy office, 
other) to ensure compliance with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

 Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations that were raised during regular 
external reviews until they are closed. 

 Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post reports, as required. 

 Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may not post required reports publicly 
and demonstrate that it has sought additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy 
protections. 

Source: GAO analysis of NRC recommendations, federal law and guidance, and GAO guidance. 

 

The program offices of the six systems we reviewed varied widely in 
performing the activities associated with an effective evaluation 
framework. The TECS-Mod program office performed most of the 
activities, while the AFI program office performed relatively few. The other 
systems’ program offices were in the middle of those extremes. The 
program offices were also stronger in certain elements. For example, four 
program offices performed all or most of the activities for ensuring 
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organizational competence, evaluating program privacy impacts, and 
ensuring transparency. Conversely, none of the program offices 
performed all of the activities related to evaluating system effectiveness 
or obtaining executive review and approval. Table 7 provides an 
assessment of each program office’s efforts to perform activities 
associated with evaluating system effectiveness and privacy protections. 
More detailed assessments for each system can be found in appendix IV. 

Table 7: Assessment of System Practices  

Element  AFI ATS-P CIDR DARTTS ICEPIC TECS-Mod 

Ensuring organizational 
competence ◑ ● ◕ ● ◑ ● 
Evaluating system 
effectiveness ◑ ◑ ◕ ◕ ◕ ◕ 
Evaluating program privacy 
impacts ◔ ● ● ● ◑ ◕ 
Obtaining executive review 
and authorization ◔ n/aa ◔ ◑ ◑ ◕ 
Providing transparency and 
oversight ◔ ● ◕ ◕ ◑ ◕ 

Source: GAO analysis of agency data. 

Key 

● = The program office performed all of the activities of this element. 

◕ = The program office performed most of the activities of this element. 

◑ = The program office performed about half of the activities of this element. 

◔ = The program office performed a few of the activities of this element. 

○ = The program office performed none of the activities of this element. 

n/a = This element is not applicable to the program. 
aThe ATS-P program has been in operation for over a decade, and the program office has not 
performed any significant enhancements to the system. Accordingly, obtaining executive review and 
authorization for investment activities is not applicable. 

 

 Ensuring organizational competence: Four of the six program offices 
performed all or most of the activities associated with ensuring 
organizational competence. Specifically, the ATS-P, DARTTS, and 
TECS-Mod program offices performed all of the activities, while the 
CIDR program office performed most of the activities. For example, 
while the CIDR program has an approved privacy assessment, it did 
not complete all acquisition requirements. 
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The two remaining program offices performed about half of the 
activities associated with organizational competence. Specifically, 
ICEPIC’s program office is taking steps to assess its program 
workforce and has an approved PIA that covers that majority of the 
system, but its acquisition authority has not certified all acquisition 
documentation and the program office has not yet updated its PIA 
after making changes to the system in 2008. AFI’s program office 
identified needed workforce skills, but did not ensure that the agency 
acquisition authority certified applicable acquisition documents, and 
the agency privacy officer has not yet affirmed that the program is 
compliant with applicable privacy laws and policies. 

 Evaluating system effectiveness: Four of the six program offices 
performed most of the activities associated with evaluating system 
effectiveness. Specifically, the DARTTS and TECS-Mod program 
offices evaluated their systems’ consistency with their respective 
intended purposes and evaluated system effectiveness through testing. 
However, the DARTTS program has not tested the quality of system 
data and the TECS-Mod program has not performed recurring 
operational assessments. In addition, CIDR’s program office has 
evaluated system effectiveness and assessed data quality, but has not 
yet developed a plan for operational testing, and the ICEPIC program 
has evaluated its consistency with its intended purpose, but its 
assurance of the system’s effectiveness is limited by poor data quality. 

The two remaining program offices performed about half of the 
activities associated with evaluating system effectiveness. The AFI 
program office evaluated the system’s consistency with its intended 
purpose. However, the program office’s testing of whether the system 
will perform as intended is ongoing. The ATS-P program office 
performs ongoing monitoring of the system’s effectiveness, but it has 
not assessed the system’s consistency with its intended purpose or 
assessed the quality of the system’s data. 

 Evaluating program privacy impacts: Four of the six program offices 
performed all or most of the activities associated with evaluating privacy 
protections. Specifically, ATS-P’s, CIDR’s and DARTTS’s program 
offices performed all of the activities associated with this element, and 
the TECS-Mod program office performed most of the activities. These 
activities include completing a privacy impact assessment that 
addresses system privacy risks and the steps taken to mitigate them 
and having the assessment independently validated by the DHS 
Privacy Office. The current privacy impact assessment for TECS only 
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covers three of the five main projects and does not address all potential 
uses of collected data. According to the program’s executive director, 
the program office is performing an assessment to cover the remainder 
of the TECS platform, including the other two projects, and expects to 
complete the assessment in spring 2012. 

The two remaining program offices—ICEPIC and AFI—performed 
about half or fewer of the activities, respectively. Specifically, 
ICEPIC’s program office developed a privacy impact assessment that 
includes the expected uses of system-collected data and the 
associated information safeguards and a process for periodic 
evaluation of the system’s effectiveness and privacy controls. 
However, the assessment and an associated independent validation 
of the system’s privacy impacts and protections were completed 
before the program office added a component—called the Law 
Enforcement Information Sharing Service—that allows information 
sharing outside of the agency. As a result, personal information is 
being shared with multiple law enforcement agencies but this sharing 
has not been reported or disclosed. In fact, the approved PIA states 
that those outside the agency would not be given direct access to the 
personal information. Program officials recently began working to 
revise their PIA, but it has not yet been completed or approved. The 
AFI program office received independent validation of system security 
controls through testing; however, the office has not completed a 
privacy impact assessment or received independent validation of the 
effectiveness of the system’s privacy controls. 

 Obtaining executive review and authorization of investments: One of 
the six program offices—TECS-Mod—performed most of the activities 
associated with obtaining executive review and authorization of 
investments, and one other system—ATS-P—was deemed not 
applicable because it has not had any new investments in the past 
decade. The TECS oversight by the DHS acquisition review board 
included examining the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. However, the acquisition plan that would be used to 
evaluate system effectiveness and alignment with the agency’s 
mission was incomplete, and, as a result, the board’s review was not 
comprehensive. 

The remaining four program offices performed half or fewer of the 
activities associated with obtaining executive review and authorization 
of investments. Specifically, the office developing CIDR obtained the 
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approval of the Intelligence Systems Board on its business case; 
however, according to program officials it did not go through CIO life-
cycle reviews—such as a review of the system’s design. The 
DARTTS program office performed system reviews that encompassed 
most framework elements. However, the reviews did not consistently 
address system performance measures and privacy and it is not clear 
that issues raised during the reviews were tracked to closure. The 
ICEPIC program office obtained reviews from the agency’s CIO for a 
component of the system that was added in March 2008 but did not 
obtain executive reviews for the basic system because a governance 
process was not in place before that system was deployed in January 
2008. The AFI program office reported that acquisition documents 
were approved by members of the review board and the program has 
received review and approval during development. However, the 
office did not provide documentation of these reviews and decisions. 

 Providing transparency and external oversight: Four of the six 
program offices performed all or most of the activities associated with 
providing transparency and oversight. Specifically, the ATS-P 
program office performed all of the framework activities, while the 
CIDR, DARTTS, and TECS-Mod program offices performed most of 
the activities. For example, the CIDR program office has posted 
required reports such as its privacy impact assessment and system of 
records notice publicly, and the system has been evaluated by 
external organizations such as the DHS Privacy Office and 
Intelligence Systems Board. However, the system has not received 
regular reviews by the Chief Information Officer. 

The remaining two program offices, ICEPIC and AFI, performed about 
half or fewer of the activities. Specifically, the ICEPIC program office 
required regular external reviews of privacy and security protections 
and publicly posted their privacy reports; however, its PIA does not 
address functionality that was added after the system was deployed. 
The AFI program office has completed a security assessment, but it 
has not obtained a review by the Privacy Office and it has not yet 
publicly posted its PIA. 

The six program offices provided varying reasons for not performing all of 
the framework activities. 

 The AFI branch chief stated that AFI is using an alternative 
development methodology that focuses on the rapid development and 
deployment of solutions. He added that the accelerated development 
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cycles do not match well with the agency’s system development 
review process. As a result, many of the program review activities, 
such as an acquisition review board examination and issuing a 
privacy impact assessment, have yet to occur. 

 A program official stated that ATS-P has been in operation for over a 
decade and that document requirements for items such as a concept 
of operations or operational requirements may not have existed when 
the system was first developed. Thus, the program does not have the 
fundamental documentation that would serve as a baseline for 
evaluating system effectiveness. 

 The CIDR program manager stated that the program had not 
performed all the activities associated with executive review and 
oversight simply because the program’s cost was too low for most 
oversight thresholds to apply. While we acknowledge that the program 
is small and that certain acquisition documents were not required, a 
key document that was required was not produced or approved. 

 A DARTTS program official acknowledged that the program office 
does not have documented performance measures to track the 
performance of the system. Rather, the program office receives 
informal feedback from users on whether the system is operating as 
intended. 

 ICEPIC program officials stated that the system was initially 
developed by the business owner and that a governance process 
involving system development reviews by the CIO’s office did not exist 
when the original system was deployed. However, the officials noted 
that ICEPIC has recently been designated a major acquisition and, as 
such, will be subject to review by ICE executive management in the 
future. 

 The executive director for TECS-Mod acknowledged that one reason 
that the program had not performed all oversight activities was that 
program officials underestimated the time and level of detail they 
needed to complete required development documentation. 

Although the systems’ program offices performed key activities in each of 
the framework elements, none performed all of the activities. Taken 
collectively, the systems were stronger in ensuring organizational 
competence, evaluating privacy protections, and providing transparency 
and oversight and weaker in evaluating system effectiveness and 
obtaining executive review and authorization. By not performing activities 
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associated with effectively evaluating system effectiveness and not 
consistently applying executive review processes, DHS and the 
component agencies risk developing and acquiring systems that do not 
effectively support their agencies’ mission and do not adequately ensure 
the protection of privacy-related information. 

 
DHS faces key challenges in implementing a framework to ensure that its 
counterterrorism-related data-mining systems are effective and that they 
provide required privacy protections. These include (1) reviewing and 
overseeing operational systems, (2) implementing new policies 
throughout the department, and (3) ensuring timely PIAs. Until DHS 
addresses these challenges, it will be limited in its ability to ensure that its 
systems have been adequately reviewed, are performing effectively, and 
are appropriately protecting individual privacy. 

 

 
DHS faces a challenge in reviewing and overseeing its systems once they 
are in operation. OMB guidance and DHS policy call for periodic reviews 
of operational systems to evaluate whether they continue to fulfill mission 
requirements, deliver intended benefits, and meet user needs.26 However, 
the department does not ensure that component agency programs have 
implemented its required process. The program offices for two of the 
three major operational systems we reviewed did not conduct operational 
analyses consistent with DHS guidance. Specifically, while the ATS-P 
program office reported completing operational analyses in its latest 
Exhibit 300 submissions, the program did not maintain the supporting 
documentation (such as an acquisition program baseline) that would 
allow it to conduct a quality analysis. Moreover, while TECS has been 
operational for over a decade, the system does not have a completed 
operational analysis. 

Officials responsible for ATS-P and TECS stated that they were not 
aware of policies that required them to complete operational analyses. 

                                                                                                                       
26See OMB, Capital Programming Guide: Supplement to Circular A-11, Part 7, 
Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget (Washington, D.C.: June 2006); 
and DHS, Operational Analysis Guidance, v. 1.1 (May 2008).  

DHS Faces 
Challenges in 
Implementing a 
Framework to Ensure 
System Effectiveness 
and Privacy 
Protections 

Reviewing and Overseeing 
Operational Systems 
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Moreover, the two central DHS offices with responsibility for reviewing 
acquisitions and investments once they are operational have not done so. 
According to officials from the DHS Acquisition Program Management 
Division, which is the organization responsible for ensuring adequate 
review of acquisitions, the division has primarily focused on reviewing 
systems early in their life cycle in order to prevent system issues from 
occurring later. In addition, an official from the CIO’s office stated that the 
office does not review operational analysis documentation. Rather, it 
conducts other reviews such as executive steering committee and 
program reviews. 

Agency officials acknowledge that there is room for improvement with 
respect to ensuring adequate evaluations of operational systems and 
stated that there is a need for additional policies and guidance to address 
this issue. DHS’s CIO noted that his office is proposing a portfolio 
management process that may help address this issue. However, until 
DHS develops mechanisms to ensure that its systems (including 
operational ones) receive adequate reviews of effectiveness, the agency 
is placing itself at risk that investments are not meeting user needs or that 
an alternative solution may be more efficient or effective than the current 
investment. 

 
Another challenge facing DHS involves stabilizing and implementing 
acquisition policies throughout the department. We recently reported that 
DHS has made progress in clarifying acquisition management oversight 
processes.27 However, component agencies have had difficulty keeping 
their policies up to date with changes in departmental acquisition policies, 
and system program offices have experienced difficulty in ensuring that 
systems already in development are in compliance with changing policies 
and guidance. 

Over the last few years, DHS has made several changes to its acquisition 
policies, governance structures, and implementing guidance. For 
example, in 2008, the department issued an interim management 
directive, acquisition guidebook, and system life-cycle guidance. In 2010, 
the department revised its acquisition management oversight policies and 

                                                                                                                       
27GAO, Department of Homeland Security: Progress Made in Implementation and 
Transformation of Management Functions, but More Work Remains, GAO-10-911T 
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 30, 2010). 

Implementing New 
Policies throughout the 
Department 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-911T
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system life-cycle guide in order to formalize the interim policies while 
clarifying content and making other changes, such as revising certain 
acquisition approval responsibilities. In order to comply with the new 
policies, ICE and USCIS recently revised their acquisition oversight 
policies and system life-cycle guidance, while CBP is still in the process 
of updating its policies and guidance. In addition, ICE is in the process of 
transitioning to a new governance structure for its executive steering 
committees and review boards. However, according to the DHS CIO, the 
department is currently considering revising its acquisition management 
oversight policies and governance structures for IT systems. These 
changes may be valuable and warranted, but the frequency of the 
changes makes it difficult for component agencies to effectively 
implement them. 

Program officials reported that these frequent policy changes make it 
difficult to move systems through development. For example, TECS 
program officials reported experiencing delays in completing required 
program documentation due in part to a lack of understanding of 
documentation requirements and approval processes at the department 
level. In addition, the AFI project manager reported that the review and 
documentation requirements for the program have changed multiple 
times since it began development. As a result, many of AFI’s document 
approvals have not been completed in a timely manner. 

Without consistent implementation of the department’s acquisition policies 
and guidance, DHS will be limited in its ability to ensure that its component 
agencies conduct appropriate and timely reviews of IT systems. Moreover, 
making additional changes to acquisition policies and guidance at a time 
when component agencies are already challenged in complying with recent 
changes increases the risk that systems will not comply with new policies 
or may encounter schedule delays and cost overruns in trying to do so. 

 
A third challenge facing DHS is in ensuring that all of its privacy-sensitive 
systems have timely and up-to-date PIAs. Federal law and guidance 
require agencies to develop privacy impact assessments for systems that 
access or process personal information. These PIAs help ensure that a 
system is in compliance with privacy laws and guidance, and also provide 
transparency to the public. For new systems, PIAs must be completed 
and approved before the systems can be made operational. For 
operational systems, program offices are required to update PIAs when 
there are changes to the system that affect the PIA. 

Ensuring PIAs are Timely 
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However, of the six systems we reviewed, three program offices reported 
experiencing a lengthy process in developing and completing their PIAs. 
For example, AFI has been working for over 2 years to develop and 
complete its PIA, while the CIDR PIA took over 18 months to finalize. 
Table 8 provides detail on the status of the PIAs for each of the systems 
we reviewed. 

Table 8: Status of Privacy Impact Assessments 

System PIA status 

AFI  Not yet completed 

 The program office has been working for over 2 years to develop the 
PIA 

ATS-Pa  Original was completed in 2006 

 Revised PIAs completed in 2007 and 2008 

 Currently being revised again 

CIDR  Completed in 2010 

 It took approximately 18 months to finalize the PIA once it was 
submitted 

DARTTS  Completed in 2008 

 Revised PIA completed in 2010 

ICEPIC  Completed in January 2008 

 Revised PIA now under development  

TECS-Mod  Partially completed—a partial PIA was completed in 2010 after 3 years 
of work 

 The remaining parts of the PIA are still in process 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS documents. 

aThe PIA for the ATS-P program is part of the PIA for the overall ATS system. 

 

Officials from the system program offices and DHS’s Privacy Office 
reported multiple reasons for the delays they have experienced in 
finalizing PIAs. These include (1) programs that have significant legal or 
developmental issues that need to be addressed before going forward, 
(2) draft PIAs that require extensive rework due to the relative immaturity 
of the program’s development, (3) resource constraints within the Privacy 
Office, and (4) interdependencies between systems that require 
completing one PIA before a related system’s PIA can be completed. 

Without timely completion of PIAs and revisions to those PIAs, DHS and its 
component agencies risk providing insufficient oversight and transparency 
for their systems. They also risk delaying the development of critical 
systems, or alternatively, continuing to spend money on developing 
systems that are not consistent with the department’s privacy principles. 
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With a few exceptions, DHS and three component agency policies largely 
address the key elements and attributes needed to ensure that their data-
mining systems are effective and provide necessary privacy protections. 
However, in practice, none of the systems we reviewed received the full 
set of effectiveness and privacy evaluations that are both desired and 
required for data-mining systems supporting counterterrorism. For 
example, as required by law and DHS policy, the ICEPIC system 
obtained an approved privacy impact assessment before it was deployed. 
However, program officials subsequently deployed an information-sharing 
component (called the Law Enforcement Information Sharing Service), 
which provides functionality that is explicitly excluded in the approved 
privacy impact assessment. Program officials noted several reasons for 
the disconnect we noted between policies and practices, including system 
components that were initiated before the latest DHS and component 
agency policies were in place. Until sound evaluation policies are 
implemented, DHS and its component agencies risk developing and 
acquiring systems that do not effectively support their mission and do not 
adequately ensure the protection of privacy-related information. 

The shortfalls we noted in agency policies and practices provide insight 
into key challenges DHS faces in implementing a systematic framework 
to ensure that its data-mining systems are effective and that they protect 
individual privacy. These challenges include overseeing systems once 
they are in operation, implementing new policies throughout the 
department, and ensuring PIAs are timely. Until the department ensures 
that its components and programs are in compliance with its acquisition 
process, requirements, and privacy policies, there will be limited 
assurance that its data-mining systems have been adequately reviewed, 
are delivering required capabilities, are appropriately protecting individual 
privacy, and maintain appropriate transparency to the public. 

 
In order to improve DHS’s policies and practices for ensuring that data-
mining systems used for counterterrorism are effective and provide 
necessary privacy protections, we are making the following five 
recommendations to the Secretary of Homeland Security: 

Direct the Chief Information Officer and Chief Procurement Officer to work 
with their counterparts at component agencies to 

 ensure the consistency of component agencies’ policies with DHS 
policies and proposed improvements to those policies, including 
requiring data quality assessments, requiring re-evaluations of 

Conclusions 

Recommendations for 
Executive Action 
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operational systems, and establishing investment review boards with 
clearly defined structures for system review; and 

 identify steps to mitigate challenges related to the review and 
oversight of operational systems and to DHS’s changing policy 
requirements and determine clear corrective actions, taking the 
impact on components and on individual program managers into 
account. 

Direct the Chief Privacy Officer to 

 develop requirements for providing additional scrutiny of privacy 
protections for the sensitive information systems that are not 
transparent to the public through PIAs; and 

 investigate whether the information sharing component of ICEPIC, 
called the Law Enforcement Information Sharing Service, should be 
deactivated until a PIA that includes this component is approved. 

Direct the appropriate component agency administrators to ensure that 
the system program offices for AFI, ATS-P, CIDR, DARTTS, ICEPIC, and 
TECS-Mod 

 address the shortfalls in evaluating system effectiveness and privacy 
protections identified in this report, including shortfalls in applying 
acquisition practices, ensuring executive review and approval, and 
consistently documenting executive reviews. 

 
We received written comments from DHS’s Director of the Departmental 
GAO/OIG Liaison Office, which are reproduced in appendix V. In those 
comments, the department concurred with our recommendations and 
identified steps it is taking to address selected recommendations. 

The department also noted that the definition of data mining used in our 
report is broader than the definition provided in the Federal Agency Data 
Mining Reporting Act of 2007. The act requires DHS and other federal 
agencies to report on their data mining systems that perform pattern-
based queries and are used to detect terrorist or criminal activity. The act 
excludes reporting on systems that perform subject-based queries and 
any queries, searches or other analyses used exclusively for the 
detection of fraud, waste, or abuse in a government agency or program 
(among other exclusions). DHS expressed concern that our broader 

Agency Comments 
and Our Evaluation 
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definition captures nearly every system of records utilized by the 
department, and could leave readers with the impression that data mining 
is far more prevalent at DHS than the department discloses in its Annual 
Data Mining Report. 

We acknowledge that there are different definitions of the term “data 
mining,” but note that the definition used in the act applies only to those 
systems that should be reported to Congress in the agency’s annual 
report. The act does not purport to be the sole authoritative definition of 
the term “data mining.” Further, the definition we use in our report is 
consistent with industry and academic definitions, which often use the 
term data mining to describe analytical searches on volumes of data, 
regardless of the type of query that is used.28 It is also consistent with the 
definition we have used in prior reports on data mining systems, as well 
as the National Research Council report we cite in this report.29 Thus, we 
affirm that data mining systems are more common at DHS than reported 
(or required to be reported) in the department’s annual report on its 
pattern-based data mining systems. 

In its letter, DHS also commented on our evaluation of specific systems, 
noting that the CIDR program is still in development and therefore should 
not be expected to complete all of the items in the evaluation framework. 
DHS also noted that some evaluation framework attributes are not 
applicable to CIDR because the system’s cost falls below the threshold at 
which key acquisition documents are required. 

                                                                                                                       
28For example, the Gartner Group, a leading information technology research and 
advisory company, defined data mining as “a process whose goal is discovering new 
correlations, trends, patterns, relationships and categories…by sifting through large 
amounts of data, using subject-link and pattern recognition technologies, as well as 
statistical and mathematical techniques” Vining, Jeff, “Government Information Managers 
Using Data Mining Must Address Privacy Concerns.” (Gartner: March 1, 2006). The 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary notes that data mining is “the practice of searching through 
large amounts of computerized data to find useful patterns or trends,” See 
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/data%20mining, accessed September 1, 
2011. And a recent book on detecting healthcare fraud noted that data mining is the 
“science of extracting information from large data sets or databases.” See Busch, 
Rebecca S., Healthcare Fraud: Auditing and Detection Guide (John Wiley & Sons: 2008). 

29See, for example, GAO-07-293, GAO-05-866, and National Research Council, 
Protecting Individual Privacy in the Struggle Against Terrorists: A Framework for Program 
Assessment (Washington, D.C.: 2008). 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/data%20mining
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-07-293
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-05-866
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We acknowledge that not all elements of our evaluation framework are 
applicable to every system; however, we believe that the elements on 
which we evaluated the systems are valid. For example, we found that 
the requirement to re-evaluate a system once it is operational is not 
applicable for the CIDR system because the system is not yet 
operational. However, other activities, including developing an operational 
test plan, are applicable to a system in development and we rated them 
accordingly. Further, we recognize that CIDR fell below certain USCIS 
acquisition thresholds, and so was not required to complete all of the 
standard acquisition documents or to be reviewed by the senior review 
board. However, the program office proposed developing an alternative 
set of acquisition documents to give senior management insight into the 
program’s development. This alternative set of documents was approved 
by a senior manager. However, the program never produced a key 
document that was to document the system’s requirements and design. 
We believe this is a shortfall in the program’s development and in the 
executive review of the program, and that it should be remedied. 

Regarding AFI, DHS reported that the system is in development and that 
GAO’s framework is not adequate to evaluate the program while it is in 
this phase of its life cycle. DHS also noted that assessment grades were 
not applied uniformly, with some elements involving the PIA rated as “no,” 
“partial,” and “not applicable.” Similar to the system discussed above, we 
believe that the elements that we rated were applicable to AFI. The 
system is being developed using a spiral methodology and its first module 
was provided authority to operate in November 2010.30 Therefore, we 
consider it to have completed the development of a useable module—and 
to be at a stage where it should have a PIA. Other systems that are in 
development have completed and published their PIAs, including the 
CIDR system mentioned above. Further, we disagree that we were 
inconsistent in the way we rated the agency’s PIA. We consistently report 
that the system does not have a completed PIA. However, because the 
activities in the framework vary in what is required, there are cases where 
different ratings are warranted. For example, one element of the 
framework involves whether or not the agency conducted a privacy 
impact assessment of the program. Because AFI’s PIA has not been 
completed or approved, we rated this activity as a “no.” Another element 

                                                                                                                       
30“Authority to Operate” is an official approval to use a system operationally. In AFI’s case, 
its authority to operate was later modified to note that the agency was not permitted to use 
the system operationally until after a PIA was completed.  
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seeks an evaluation of the PIA, which cannot be done until it is 
completed. We rated this as “not applicable” to avoid penalizing the 
system for something that cannot yet be done. A third element considers 
whether an independent validation of the system’s privacy impacts and 
protections has been completed. We rated this element as “partial” 
because the agency has completed a review of information security 
controls but not the PIA. 

DHS and the component agencies we reviewed also offered technical 
comments, which we addressed as appropriate. 

 
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of 
this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the 
report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to interested 
congressional committees, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and other 
interested parties. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on 
GAO’s Web site at http://www.gao.gov. 

If you or your staffs have any questions on the matters discussed in this 
report, please contact me at (202) 512-9286 or pownerd@gao.gov. 
Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public 
Affairs can be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made 
major contributions to this report are listed in appendix VI. 

David A. Powner 
Director, Information Technology 
    Management Issues 
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Our objectives were to (1) assess the Department of Homeland Security’s 
(DHS) policies for evaluating the effectiveness and privacy protections of 
data-mining systems used for counterterrorism, (2) assess DHS agencies’ 
efforts to evaluate the effectiveness and privacy protections of their 
counterterrorism-related data-mining systems throughout the systems’ life 
cycles; and (3) describe the challenges facing DHS in implementing an 
effective framework for evaluating its counterterrorism-related data-mining 
systems. 

To evaluate DHS’s policies and practices for evaluating the effectiveness 
and privacy protections of data-mining systems used for counterterrorism, 
we developed an assessment framework using a 2008 National Research 
Council (NRC) report, entitled “Protecting Individual Privacy in the 
Struggle against Terrorists: a Framework for Program Assessment.” This 
report identifies questions to ask when evaluating the effectiveness and 
privacy protections of information-based systems—including data-mining 
systems—at agencies with counter-terrorism responsibilities. We 
organized NRC’s suggested questions into five categories (which we call 
key elements) and established an assessment framework that can be 
used as a tool for assessing policies and practices. One component of the 
framework focuses on agency policies, and the other component focuses 
on system management practices. We supplemented and refined NRC’s 
suggested questions with best practices identified by GAO and others in 
areas of IT investment management, sound acquisition practices, and 
effective privacy protections, as well as concepts and provisions from 
federal law and guidance.1 We also had internal subject matter experts 
review the assessment framework, and we incorporated their comments. 

We compared the policy component of our evaluation framework to DHS 
and selected component agencies’ policies on acquisition management, 
investment management, privacy protections, and information systems 

                                                                                                                       
1See, for example, GAO, Information Technology Investment Management: A Framework 
for Assessing and Improving Process Maturity, Version 1.1, GAO-04-394G (Washington, 
D.C.: March 2004); Information Technology: Federal Agencies Need to Strengthen 
Investment Board Oversight of Poorly Planned and Performing Projects, GAO-09-566 
(Washington, D.C.: June 30, 2009); Personal Information: Agency and Reseller 
Adherence to Key Privacy Principles, GAO-06-421 (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 4, 2006); and 
Data Mining: Agencies Have Taken Key Steps to Protect Privacy in Selected Efforts, but 
Significant Compliance Issues Remain, GAO-05-866 (Washington, D.C.: Aug. 15, 2005), 
and Software Engineering Institute, Capability Maturity Model® Integration (CMMI®) for 
Acquisition, Version 1.2, CMU/SEI-2007-TR-017 (Pittsburgh, Pa., November 2007). 
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security. The component agencies we selected—Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)—were chosen because 
they represent a cross-section of DHS agencies performing data mining 
and also because they are the system owners for the systems we 
selected for review. We analyzed the agencies’ policies and guidance, 
and interviewed DHS and component agency officials regarding their 
policies and any shortfalls we found in their policies. 

We compared the practices component of our evaluation framework to six 
DHS counterterrorism-related data-mining systems. To determine an 
appropriate group of systems to review, we identified a list of DHS data-
mining systems that both support counterterrorism and utilize personal 
information using DHS budget information on IT investments, publicly 
posted privacy impact assessments (PIA), reports by GAO and the DHS 
Inspector General, and interviews with DHS privacy officials. From this list, 
we selected a nonrandom sample of DHS data-mining systems that involve 
personal information using the following criteria: (1) a mix of different 
component agencies; (2) a mix of pattern-based and subject-based data-
mining systems; (3) systems in different stages of their life cycles 
(development and operations); (4) systems with a large cost estimate or 
other factor that merits inclusion (including importance or risk). For each of 
the selected systems, we evaluated key privacy and effectiveness 
documentation, including published PIAs and system of records notices, 
DHS’s reports to Congress under the Federal Agency Data Mining 
Reporting Act of 2007, and DHS IT investment documentation. We 
compared these systems’ practices to our assessment framework. We 
interviewed officials from each program regarding their practices as well as 
any shortfalls we found in their practices. Because we reviewed a 
nonrandom group of systems, our results are not to be generalized to the 
agency as a whole or to other agency systems that we did not review. 
Nonetheless, the information we obtained from our assessment provided 
us with important information about the policies and practices used by DHS 
to evaluate data-mining systems. 

In comparing both agency policies and practices to the framework, we 
determined whether individual policy attributes were in place and whether 
program activities had been completed. We rated each individual policy 
attribute and program activity as “yes,” “partial,” “no,” or “not applicable.” 
To provide an overall rating for each key element, we summarized the 
attributes and activities using a five-point scale. That is, the agency or 
program was determined to meet all, most, about half, a few, or none of 
the policy attributes and practices for each of the five elements. To do 
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this, we assigned a point value of 1 for each yes answer, 0 for each no 
answer, and 0.5 for each that was partially met and averaged each 
answer based on the number of questions. A question that was not 
applicable was not counted in the average. Each decision was verified by 
a second analyst. 

To determine challenges facing DHS in implementing an effective 
framework for evaluating its counterterrorism-related data-mining 
systems, we evaluated the causes of shortfalls in DHS’s policies and 
efforts to assess its counterterrorism-related data-mining systems’ 
effectiveness and privacy protections. We reviewed GAO, Congressional 
Research Service, and DHS Inspector General reports that addressed 
DHS management challenges. We also interviewed program officials to 
obtain their view on challenges the agency faces in developing policies 
and assessing its systems. 

We conducted our work at DHS and component agency offices in the 
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. We conducted this performance 
audit from August 2010 to September 2011, in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to 
provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. 
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In 1972, in response to growing concern about the harmful consequences 
that computerized data systems could have on the privacy of personal 
information, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 
commissioned an advisory committee to examine to what extent 
limitations should be placed on the application of computer technology to 
record keeping about people. The committee’s report proposed a set of 
principles for protecting the privacy and security of personal information, 
known as the Fair Information Practices.1 These practices were intended 
to address what the committee identified as a poor level of protection 
afforded to privacy under existing law, and they underlie the major 
provisions of the Privacy Act, which was enacted the following year. 

A revised version of the Fair Information Practices, developed by the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 
1980, has been widely adopted.2 This version of the principles was 
reaffirmed by the organization in a 1998 declaration and further endorsed 
in a 2006 report.3 In addition, in 2007, the National Research Council 
found that the principles of fair information practice for the protection of 
personal information were still as relevant as they were in 1973.4 The 
principles are listed in table 9. 

 

 

                                                                                                                       
1Department of Health, Education & Welfare, Records, Computers, and the Rights of 
Citizens: Report of the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data 
Systems (Washington, D.C.: 1973). 

2OECD, Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flow of Personal Data 
(Sept. 23, 1980). The OECD plays a prominent role in fostering good governance in the 
public service and in corporate activity among its 30 member countries. It produces 
internationally agreed-upon instruments, decisions, and recommendations to promote 
rules in areas where multilateral agreement is necessary for individual countries to make 
progress in the global economy. 

3OECD, Making Privacy Notices Simple: An OECD Report and Recommendations (July 
24, 2006). 

4National Research Council of the National Academies, Engaging Privacy and Information 
Technology in a Digital Age (Washington, D.C.: 2007). 
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Table 9: Fair Information Practices 

Principle Description 

Collection limitation  The collection of personal information should be limited, should be obtained by lawful and fair means, 
and, where appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the individual.  

Data quality  Personal information should be relevant to the purpose for which it is collected, and should be accurate, 
complete, and current as needed for that purpose.  

Purpose specification  The purposes for the collection of personal information should be disclosed before collection and upon 
any change to that purpose, and its use should be limited to those purposes and compatible purposes.  

Use limitation  Personal information should not be disclosed or otherwise used for other than a specified purpose 
without consent of the individual or legal authority.  

Security safeguards  Personal information should be protected with reasonable security safeguards against risks such as loss 
or unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure.  

Openness  The public should be informed about privacy policies and practices, and individuals should have ready 
means of learning about the use of personal information.  

Individual participation  Individuals should have the following rights: to know about the collection of personal information, to 
access that information, to request correction, and to challenge the denial of those rights.  

Accountability  Individuals controlling the collection or use of personal information should be accountable for taking 
steps to ensure the implementation of these principles.  

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 

 

The Fair Information Practices are, with some variation, the basis of privacy 
laws and related policies in many countries, including the United States, 
Germany, Sweden, Australia, and New Zealand, as well as the European 
Union.5 They are also reflected in a variety of federal agency policy 
statements, beginning with an endorsement of the principles by the 
Department of Commerce in 1981, and including policy statements from the 
Departments of Justice and Housing and Urban Development, and DHS.6 

                                                                                                                       
5European Union Data Protection Directive (“Directive 95/46/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the Protection of Individuals with 
Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and the Free Movement of Such Data”) 
(1995). 

6See “Report on OECD Guidelines Program,” Memorandum from Bernard Wunder, Jr., 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information, Department of Commerce (Oct. 
30, 1981); Global Information Sharing Initiative, U.S. Department of Justice, 
www.it.ojp.gov/global (September 2005); “Homeless Management Information Systems,” 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (69 Federal Register 45888, July 
30, 2004). See also “Options for Promoting Privacy on the National Information 
Infrastructure,” Information Policy Committee of the National Information Infrastructure 
Task Force, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and 
Budget (April 1997), and DHS, “Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum: The Fair 
Information Practice Principles” (Dec. 29, 2008). 

www.it.ojp.gov/global
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Table 10 provides a detailed assessment of DHS and selected 
component agencies’ policies for evaluating the effectiveness and privacy 
protections of information-based systems. The table is organized 
according to key elements and attributes of an effective policy for 
evaluating system effectiveness and privacy impacts. 

Table 10: Detailed Assessment of DHS and Selected Agencies’ Policies 

 

Key policy elements and attributes DHS CBP ICE USCIS 

Ensuring organizational competence ● ◕ ● ● 
Establish acquisition decision authorities responsible for approving acquisitions as they 
progress through their life cycle. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Establish a policy-level chief privacy officer responsible for ensuring compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance, and as appropriate, component privacy officials responsible for 
assisting in this process. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Require agencies to develop staffing plans that include staff responsible for ensuring a 
system’s effectiveness and privacy protections. 

Yes No Yes Yes 

Require agencies to train those responsible for the system’s privacy and security 
requirements. 

Yes n/a n/a n/a 

Evaluating system effectiveness ● ◕ ◕ ◑ 
Require evaluations of systems while they are being developed or when they have major 
changes to ensure consistency with their stated purpose. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Require evaluations of system effectiveness (including adequate testing and data quality 
assessments). 

Yes Partial Partial Partial 

Require an independent assessment of the system’s effectiveness (by an entity outside of 
the program office). 

Yes Yes Yes Partial 

Require routine re-evaluations of systems once deployed to ensure their continued 
effectiveness and consistency of purpose. 

Yes Partial Partial Partial 

Evaluating privacy impacts ● ● ● ● 
Require program offices to conduct privacy impact assessments before developing, 
operating, or making major changes to information systems that process personal 
information. 

Yes Yes Yes  Yes  

Require privacy assessments to include an evaluation of privacy risks and mitigation 
strategies, the manner in which data are collected and are to be used, security safeguards, 
and procedures for an individual to access and request corrections to their personal 
information. The assessment should also address transparency and accountability. 

Yes n/a n/a n/a 

Require an independent assessment of a system’s privacy impacts and protections (by an 
entity outside of the program office). 

Yes n/a n/a n/a 

Require periodic re-evaluations of a system’s privacy and security protections. Yes n/a n/a n/a 

Obtaining executive review and authorization of investments ◕ ◕ ◕ ● 
Establish investment review boards that provide executive review and authorization to 
proceed at regular intervals throughout a system’s life cycle—including design, development, 
and operation. 

Partial Partial Partial Yes 
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Key policy elements and attributes DHS CBP ICE USCIS 

Require investment reviews to      

 assess the system’s alignment with the agency’s goals and mission. Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 ensure that the system is operating as intended. Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 ensure that the system has adequate privacy and security protections in place. Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Providing transparency and external oversight ◕ ◕ ◕ ◕ 
Require regular reviews of operational information systems by non-system owners (such as 
the CIO and privacy office) to ensure compliance with privacy and effectiveness 
requirements.  

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ensure that programs report on a system’s effectiveness and privacy protections to external 
overseers, as required. 

Yes n/a n/a n/a 

Require that information is provided to external overseers (such as a congressionally 
sponsored oversight board) to allow more intensive scrutiny of a system’s privacy protections 
in cases where public reporting is not required. 

Partial Partiala Partiala Partiala 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS, CBP, ICE, and USCIS policies and guidance. 

Key 

● = The agency’s policies address all of the attributes for this element. 

◕ = The agency’s policies address most of the attributes for this element. 

◑ = The agency’s policies address about half of the attributes for this element. 

◔ = The agency’s policies address a few of the attributes for this element. 

○ = The agency’s policies address none of the attributes for this element. 

Yes = The agency’s policies address all of the attribute’s characteristics. 

Partial = The agency’s policies address at least one, but not all, of the attribute’s characteristics. 

No = The agency’s policies do not address any of the attribute’s characteristics. 

n/a = Certain elements and attributes are not applicable (n/a) at the component agency level because 
the authority for the relevant policies is at the department level. 
aWhile the authority for this attribute is at the departmental level, DHS has only partially addressed 
this attribute. 
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The following sections provide a brief overview of each of the six systems 
we reviewed, including how well each system’s program office addressed 
each of the five elements (ensuring organizational competence, 
evaluating the effectiveness of systems, evaluating the privacy 
protections of systems, obtaining executive review and authorization, and 
providing appropriate transparency and oversight throughout a system’s 
life cycle). The sections also include a detailed assessment of the 
activities each program office conducted. 

The keys that we used in tables 11 through 16 to convey the results of 
our assessment are as follows: 

Program Rankings (Elements): 

● The program office performed all of the activities of this element. 

◕ The program office performed most of the activities of this element. 

◑ The program office performed about half of the activities of this 

element. 

◔ The program office performed a few of the activities of this element. 

○ The program office performed none of the activities of this element. 

n/a This element is not applicable to the program. 

Program Rankings (Activities): 

Yes The program office has completed the activity 

Partial The program office has completed some, but not all, of the 
activity. 

No The program office has not completed the activity 

n/a This activity is not applicable to the program. 
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AFI is to enable CBP intelligence analysts to perform data queries and 
searches of multiple CBP data sources from a single interface, the results 
of which are presented in a single platform. This function is called a 
“federated search.” The data are collected by and maintained in the 
source systems. In addition, AFI is to provide access and federated 
search functions to other data sources and systems via interconnections. 
It is also to provide CBP intelligence analysts with automated tools and 
capabilities for analysis and visualization, including link analysis, anomaly 
detection, change detection analysis, temporal analysis, pattern analysis, 
and predictive modeling of the data and will assist with production 
management and work flow of intelligence products/reports. 

The program office is using a “spiral” form of incremental development 
and completed a security assessment and production readiness review in 
November and December 2010, respectively. However, according to 
agency officials the office was unable to deploy the system because its 
PIA was not approved as its approval is pending changes to another 
system’s documentation. AFI is continuing further development while it 
waits to deploy its initial software release. Table 11 provides a detailed 
assessment of AFI’s compliance with the system-level evaluation 
framework. 

Table 11: Detailed Assessment of AFI 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ◑  

Have the established authority for the information system 
certify key acquisition decisions, including decisions that 
affect personal data about specific individuals. 

Partial The program has completed a security assessment 
and has approval of key acquisition documents; 
however, it does not have documented approvals of 
the full system and has not completed a PIA.  

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with 
privacy laws, policies, and guidance. 

No The program office does not yet have an approved 
PIA. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, 
ensure the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities.  

Partial The program has defined key roles and 
responsibilities; however, it did not assess workforce 
gaps in fulfilling its privacy responsibilities. 

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy 
training. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

  

 

 

Analytical Framework for 
Intelligence (AFI) 

Responsible agency: CBP

Life-cycle stage: Under development since 2007

Life-cycle cost estimate: Approximately $180 
million

System designation: Non-major IT investment

PIA: Not yet completed
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◑  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information 
system’s consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate 
from its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

n/a The system is not yet operational. 

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, 
scientifically valid, and sufficient and include documented 
effectiveness measures.  

Partial The program office completed system acceptance 
and security testing, and operational testing is 
ongoing; however, it has not evaluated whether the 
data in the system are appropriate and reliable, or 
whether the system is scalable. 

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system.  Partial The program office has a data management plan that 
identifies steps for adding new data sources; 
however, it has not applied this plan to the data 
already in the system. 

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

Partial The program office conducted some system testing 
using independent testers, but has not yet completed 
an independent validation of test results.  

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its 
intended purpose. 

n/a The system is not yet operational. 

Assess system and operator performance with mechanisms 
for detecting and reporting errors, such as monitoring tools 
and regular audits. 

 

Partial The program office has several tools to assist in 
evaluating the system and detecting problems; 
however, a key tool for monitoring audit logs is not in 
place. 

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ◔  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information 
system before developing, operating, and making major 
changes to the system. 

No The program office does not yet have an approved 
PIA. 

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately 
addresses issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken 
to mitigate those risks; data collections; data uses; 
information security safeguards; and transparency, redress, 
and accountability regarding data issues.  

n/a The program office does not yet have an approved 
PIA. 

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

Partial The program office obtained an independent 
validation of the information security protections of the 
system; however, it has not yet obtained independent 
validation of the system’s privacy impacts.  

Have and use a process to periodically review the 
effectiveness of the program’s privacy and security controls 
to update privacy impact assessments and system of record 
notices as appropriate. 

Partial The program office plans to review its security 
controls every three years or when there are major 
changes to the system and to install software for 
monitoring audit logs; however, it does not yet have 
privacy controls in place. 
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments ◔  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have 
these assessments and decisions documented.  

Partial Executive review board members approved key 
acquisition documents during the development phase; 
however, there is no documentation of the scope of 
the board’s review.  

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with 
the agency’s mission. 

No The program office does not have documentation of 
the scope of the review board’s work. 

Track any review board recommendations and concerns 
until they are fully addressed and closed. 

n/a There is no evidence that the review board has made 
recommendations to the program.  

Providing Transparency and External Oversight  ◔  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by 
external organizations (CIO, privacy office, other) to ensure 
compliance with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

Partial The system has been the subject of reviews by the 
CBP governance board and Enterprise Architecture 
Board, but has not yet completed the documents 
required for privacy compliance reviews.  

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations 
that were raised during regular external reviews until they 
are closed. 

Partial The program office tracked issues from system 
development reviews; however, issues from the 
privacy office are still outstanding.  

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post 
reports, as required. 

No The program office has not yet publicly posted its PIA 
or a system of records notice.  

Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may 
not post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it 
has sought additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s 
privacy protections. 

n/a The program office has not yet completed the 
required reports for them to be posted publicly. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and CBP data. 

 

 
ATS collects, analyzes, and disseminates information that is gathered to 
target, identify, and prevent potential terrorists and terrorist weapons from 
entering the United States. One major component of this system, ATS-P, 
compares information in the ATS databases against watch lists, criminal 
records, warrants, and patterns of suspicious activity identified through 
past investigations and intelligence. CBP analysts use ATS-P to evaluate 
travelers prior to their arrival at, or departure from, U.S. ports of entry. 
According to DHS, the system facilitates decision-making about whether 
a passenger or crew member should receive additional screening 
because that person may pose a greater risk for terrorism and related 
crimes, or other violations of U.S. law. 

Table 12 provides a detailed assessment of ATS-P’s compliance with the 
system-level evaluation framework. 

Automated Targeting 
System-Passenger Module 
(ATS-P) 

Responsible agency: CBP

Life-cycle stage: Operational (since 1999)

Life-cycle cost estimate: approximately $460 
million (entire ATS system)

System designation: Major IT investment

PIA: Completed 2006, revised in 2007 and 2008. 
Currently being revised.
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Table 12: Detailed Assessment of ATS-P 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ●  

Have the established authority for the information system 
certify key acquisition decisions, including decisions that 
affect personal data about specific individuals. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, 
ensure the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy training.

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◑  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information 
system’s consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Partial The program office has evaluated the system’s 
consistency with the purpose articulated in the PIA. 
However, because it does not have an approved 
concept of operations or operational requirements 
document that describe the way the system is to be 
used operationally, it has not evaluated the system’s 
consistency with the purpose that would be articulated 
in those documents.  

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate 
from its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

n/a The system has not undergone any changes that 
deviate from its intended purpose.  

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically 
valid, and sufficient and include documented effectiveness 
measures.  

n/a The system has been operational for over a decade; 
therefore, pre-operational effectiveness evaluations 
are not applicable.  

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system.  No The program office has not conducted an assessment 
of data quality for the system. 

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

n/a The program office has not performed recent testing; 
therefore, an independent validation is not applicable. 

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its 
intended purpose. 

 

Partial The program office performs ongoing monitoring of 
the system’s effectiveness; however, it has not 
assessed the system’s consistency with its intended 
purpose.  

Assess system and operator performance with mechanisms 
for detecting and reporting errors, such as monitoring tools 
and regular audits. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ●  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information 
system before developing, operating, and making major 
changes to the system. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses 
issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken to mitigate 
those risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability 
regarding data issues.  

Yes The program office addressed this activity. 

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

Yes The program office obtained an independent 
validation of privacy impacts and protections.  

Have and use a process to periodically review the 
effectiveness of the program’s privacy and security controls to 
update privacy impact assessments and system of record 
notices as appropriate. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments n/a  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have these 
assessments and decisions documented.  

n/a ATS-P has not had any new investments in the past 
decade.  

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. 

n/a ATS-P has not had any new investments in the past 
decade.  

Track any review board recommendations and concerns until 
they are fully addressed and closed. 

n/a ATS-P has not had any new investments in the past 
decade.  

Providing Transparency and External Oversight  ●  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by external 
organizations (CIO, privacy office, other) to ensure 
compliance with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations 
that were raised during regular external reviews until they are 
closed. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post 
reports, as required. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Document legitimate reasons that a program office may not 
post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it has 
sought additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy 
protections. 

n/a The agency posted all required reports. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and CBP data. 
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CIDR is a subject-based data-mining system that is to use classified 
parameters to search for more information about an individual or group of 
people. CIDR is to be hosted on DHS’s classified networks, in order to 
make information from USCIS benefits administration systems available 
for querying by authorized USCIS analysts. These analysts expect to use 
CIDR to: (1) assess USCIS applications for indications of immigration 
fraud and national security concerns, (2) detect possible fraud and 
misuse of immigration information or position by USCIS employees for 
personal gain or by coercion, and (3) respond to requests for information 
from DHS and federal intelligence and law enforcement community 
members that are based on classified criteria. CIDR currently holds an 
extract of data from one of USCIS’s key benefits administration systems 
and is to eventually contain data from the other benefit administration 
systems. 

Table 13 provides a detailed assessment of CIDR compliance with the 
system-level evaluation framework. 

Table 13: Detailed Assessment of CIDR 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ◕  

Have the established authority for the information system certify 
key acquisition decisions, including decisions that affect 
personal data about specific individuals. 

Partial The program office has an approved PIA. Also, 
because of its size, selected acquisition 
requirements were not required. However, key 
documents that were required were never 
produced or approved.  

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, ensure 
the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities.  

n/a The program office is extremely small. As a result, 
a workforce analysis is not warranted. 

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy training. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◕  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information system’s 
consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate from 
its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

n/a The system has not undergone any changes that 
deviate from its intended purpose.  

Citizenship Immigration 
Data Repository (CIDR) 

Responsible agency: USCIS

Life-cycle stage: under development (since 
2008)

Life-cycle cost estimate: $372,737.00

System designation: Non-major IT investment

Next major milestone: Security accreditation

PIA: Completed October 2010
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically 
valid, and sufficient and include documented effectiveness 
measures.  

Partial The program office has performed developmental 
testing, but has not yet developed an operational 
test plan. 

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system  Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

n/a The program office must complete development 
before performing this activity. 

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its intended 
purpose.  

n/a The system is not yet operational.  

Assess system and operator performance, with mechanisms for 
detecting and reporting errors such as monitoring tools and 
regular audits. 

n/a The system is not yet operational. 

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ●  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information system 
before developing, operating, and making major changes to the 
system. 

Yes The program performed this activity. 

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses 
issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken to mitigate those 
risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability 
regarding data issues.  

Yes The system has taken steps that support 
information security and protect privacy; however, 
information security certification and accreditation 
will not be obtained until after development is 
complete. 

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

n/a The system has taken steps that support 
information security and protect privacy; however, 
information security certification and accreditation 
will not be obtained until after development is 
complete. 

Have and use a process to periodically review the effectiveness 
of the program’s privacy and security controls to update privacy 
impact assessments and system of record notices as 
appropriate. 

n/a The program office must complete development 
activities before this activity is relevant 

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments ◔  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have these 
assessments and decisions documented.  

Partial An executive review board approved the initiation 
of CIDR development; however, there is no 
evidence of subsequent executive reviews. 

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. 

Partial An executive review board examined the system/s 
privacy protections, legal compliance and mission, 
but has not yet examined effectiveness or 
information security. 

Track any review board recommendations and concerns until 
they are fully addressed and closed. 

No The executive review board approved the business 
case with two conditions; however, there is no 
evidence the conditions were tracked until 
satisfied.  
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Providing Transparency and External Oversight  ◕  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by external 
organizations (CIO, privacy office, other) to ensure compliance 
with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

 

Partial DHS’s privacy office has reviewed and approved 
the system’s PIA and the executive board 
approved the program’s business case; however, 
there is no evidence of subsequent reviews.  

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations that 
were raised during regular external reviews until they are closed.

 

Partial The program office tracked and addressed privacy 
office questions; however, the program has not yet 
undergone other regular external reviews since it is 
still under development. 

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post reports, 
as required. 

 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may not 
post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it has sought 
additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy protections. 

n/a The agency posted all required reports.  

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and USCIS data. 

 

 
DARTTS is a pattern-based data-mining system used to analyze trade 
and financial data in order to identify possible illegal activity based on 
anomalies in trade activities. ICE agents and analysts use DARTTS to 
conduct three main types of analyses: (1) international trade discrepancy 
analysis of U.S. and foreign import/export data; (2) unit price analysis of 
trade pricing data for over- or under-pricing of goods; and (3) financial 
data analysis, such as suspicious financial activity reports. 

Table 14 provides a detailed assessment of DARTTS’s compliance with 
the system-level evaluation framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Analysis and 
Research for Trade 
Transparency System 
(DARTTS) 

Responsible agency: ICE

Life-cycle stage: Operational since 2005

Life-cycle cost estimate: approximately $24 
million

System designation: Non-major IT investment

PIA: Completed in 2008, revised in 2010
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Table 14: Detailed Assessment of DARTTS 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ●  

Have the established authority for the information system certify 
key acquisition decisions, including decisions that affect 
personal data about specific individuals. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, ensure 
the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy training. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◕  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information system’s 
consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate from 
its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

n/a The system has not undergone any changes that 
deviate from its intended purpose. 

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically 
valid, and sufficient and include documented effectiveness 
measures.  

Partial The program office analyzed the system’s 
capabilities through development testing and 
evaluated the effectiveness of the system’s 
security controls; however, the program office has 
not established performance measures for the 
system.  

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system.  Partial The program office has mechanisms in place to 
correct source data; however, it has not assessed 
the system’s data quality.  

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

Yes The program office obtained an independent 
validation of test results. 

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its intended 
purpose. 

Partial The system has been reviewed during periodic 
program management reviews; however, 
operational evaluations of the system are limited 
without performance measures. 

Assess system and operator performance, with mechanisms for 
detecting and reporting errors such as monitoring tools and 
regular audits. 

Partial The program office receives informal feedback 
from users, but does not have documented 
performance measures. 

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ●  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information system 
before developing, operating, and making major changes to the 
system. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses 
issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken to mitigate those 
risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability 
regarding data issues.  

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

Yes The program office obtained an independent 
validation of privacy impacts and protections.  

Have and use a process to periodically review the effectiveness 
of the program’s privacy and security controls to update privacy 
impact assessments and system of record notices as 
appropriate. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments ◑  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have these 
assessments and decisions documented.  

Partial The agency CIO evaluated the system multiple 
times during the system’s development; however, 
according to ICE, the post-implementation review 
was limited because this was a new process. 

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. 

Partial The agency CIO evaluated the system’s 
effectiveness multiple times during the system’s 
development; however, these reviews did not 
address key factors, including defined business 
objectives, performance measures, and 
performance testing.  

Track any review board recommendations and concerns until 
they are fully addressed and closed. 

Partial The program office tracked security concerns to 
closure; however, it did not track other concerns to 
closure, including concerns about requirements, 
system scalability, and development test plans. 

Providing Transparency and External Oversight ◕  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by external 
organizations (CIO, Privacy office, other) to ensure compliance 
with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

Partial DHS’s privacy office reports to Congress annually 
on the status of DARTTS, and the program office is 
subject to periodic management reviews of the 
program; however, program reviews are limited 
because the program office does not have 
performance measures for the system. 

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations that 
were raised during regular external reviews until they are closed.

n/a No corrective actions have been identified. 

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post reports, 
as required. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may not 
post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it has sought 
additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy protections. 

n/a The agency posted all required reports. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and ICE data. 
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ICEPIC provides law enforcement agents and analysts a set of 
information analysis tools to identify non-obvious relationship patterns 
among individuals and organizations that are indicative of violations of 
customs and immigration laws or terrorist threats. ICE agents and 
analysts develop leads and intelligence to support new or ongoing 
investigations based on the relationships identified using ICEPIC. One 
component of this system is a Web service (called the Law Enforcement 
Information Sharing Service) which links federal, state, and local law 
enforcement sharing partners to ICEPIC’s searchable data sets. 

The ICE program office plans to increase the number of system users 
and improve the system’s functionality, but these new development plans 
have not yet been approved. 

Table 15 provides a detailed assessment of ICEPIC’s compliance with the 
system-level evaluation framework. 

Table 15: Detailed Assessment of ICEPIC 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ◑  

Have the established authority for the information system certify 
key acquisition decisions, including decisions that affect 
personal data about specific individuals. 

Partial Future system development plans are being 
reviewed by acquisition authorities; however, the 
program office acknowledged that key system 
acquisition reviews did not occur before the system 
was deployed because there was no process for 
conducting these reviews.  

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance. 

No The program office completed and the DHS 
privacy office approved a PIA for the system. 
However, one component of the operational 
system that allows information sharing outside the 
agency has been operational since 2008 but is not 
included in the PIA, and a revised PIA that includes 
this component was only recently started. 
Therefore, the system is not fully compliant with 
privacy laws and guidance. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, ensure 
the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities. 

Partial The program office assessed workforce skills and 
identified gaps; however, program officials noted 
that key positions have not yet been filled.  

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy training. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

 

 
  

ICE Pattern Analysis and 
Information Collection 
(ICEPIC) 

Responsible agency: ICE

Life-cycle stage: Mixed (in operation since 
2008, with plans for new development under 
review)

Life-cycle cost estimate: approximately $150 
million

System designation: Major IT investment

PIA: Original completed in January 2008; the 
program recently started revising its PIA to 
reflect a system change made in March 2008
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◕  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information system’s 
consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate from 
its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

n/a The system has not undergone any changes that 
deviate from its intended purpose.  

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically 
valid, and sufficient and include documented effectiveness 
measures.  

Partial The program office assessed the effectiveness of a 
key system component; however, the office was 
unable to provide evidence that it conducted 
effectiveness evaluations before the system was 
deployed. 

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system.  Partial The program office has mechanisms to assess 
data quality including a means for users to provide 
feedback on the system; however, users have 
raised concerns about the system’s accuracy. The 
program office is now taking steps to resolve these 
concerns. 

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

Partial The program office obtained an independent 
review of test results for the system component 
that was tested; however, it was unable to provide 
evidence that it obtained an independent review of 
test results before the system was deployed. 

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its intended 
purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Assess system and operator performance, with mechanisms for 
detecting and reporting errors such as monitoring tools and 
regular audits. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ◑  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information system 
before developing, operating, and making major changes to the 
system. 

Partial 

 

The program office completed and the DHS 
Privacy Office approved a PIA for the system. 
However, a revised PIA that reflects changes to 
the system component was only recently started.  

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses 
issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken to mitigate those 
risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability 
regarding data issues.  

Partial The PIA addresses data collections, information 
security safeguards, and redress and 
accountability regarding data issues; however, 
because it has not yet been updated to reflect the 
operational system, it only partially addresses data 
uses and transparency.  

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

Partial The program office obtained an independent 
validation of its 2008 PIA, but has not yet obtained 
validation of a revised PIA.  
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Have and use a process to periodically review the effectiveness 
of the program’s privacy and security controls to update privacy 
impact assessments and system of record notices as 
appropriate. 

Partial The program office has a process for periodically 
reviewing the system’s privacy and security 
controls; however, the process is not always 
followed. The program recently began the process 
of updating a PIA for a system modification that 
was made 3 years ago.  

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments ◑  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have these 
assessments and decisions documented.  

Partial There are planned acquisition reviews for future 
enhancements to the system; however, key 
acquisition life-cycle reviews did not occur before 
the system was deployed because there was no 
process for conducting these reviews.  

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. 

Partial Planned acquisition reviews are expected to 
include system effectiveness, privacy, and security; 
however, these reviews did not occur before the 
system was deployed because there was no 
process for conducting these reviews.  

Track any review board recommendations and concerns until 
they are fully addressed and closed. 

n/a Key acquisition reviews did not occur prior to the 
system’s deployment.  

Providing Transparency and External Oversight  ◑  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by external 
organizations (CIO, privacy office, other) to ensure compliance 
with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

 

No 

 

While external organizations have performed 
regular reviews of the systems effectiveness and 
privacy protections, these reviews overlooked 
changes made to the system’s operations in March 
2008. The program office only recently began 
drafting a revised privacy assessment to reflect 
these changes. 

 

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations that 
were raised during regular external reviews until they are closed.

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post reports, 
as required. 

Partial The program office has provided reports for 
external oversight that have been posted publicly. 
However, a revised PIA reflecting system changes 
made in March 2008 was only recently begun and, 
therefore, has not been publicly posted.  

Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may not 
post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it has sought 
additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy protections. 

n/a The program office has posted its original PIA, and 
plans to publish its revised PIA once it is approved. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and ICE data. 
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While the Department of the Treasury deployed the TECS system in the 
1980s, DHS is now responsible for the system and it is operated by CBP. 
TECS is a mainframe-based system used to disseminate data to 20 
federal agencies in support of border enforcement and the inspection and 
security screening of travelers and cargo entering or exiting the U.S. The 
system processes over 2 million transactions daily. 

TECS-Mod is a joint effort between CBP and ICE, with each agency 
expected to develop system capabilities to support their respective 
missions and deliver those capabilities in coordination with each other. 
We evaluated CBP’s portion of TECS-Mod, which is expected to improve 
search capabilities, enhance data integration, provide the flexibility 
necessary to respond to evolving threats, and eliminate older, unreliable 
technology. CBP plans to execute its modernization program in five 
segments and has begun deployment of the first segment. ICE’s portion 
of TECS-Mod is still in a planning stage and development has yet to 
begin. 

Table 16 provides a detailed assessment of TECS-Mod’s compliance with 
the system-level evaluation framework. 

Table 16: Detailed Assessment of CBP’s TECS-Mod 

Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Ensuring Organizational Competence ●  

Have the established authority for the information system certify 
key acquisition decisions, including decisions that affect 
personal data about specific individuals. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Ensure, through the agency chief privacy officer (or his/her 
representative), that the system is in compliance with privacy 
laws, policies, and guidance. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Assess the program office workforce to determine the skills 
needed and to identify existing gaps in its ability to fulfill its 
program effectiveness and privacy responsibilities. Then, ensure 
the program office is sufficiently staffed to fulfill its 
responsibilities.  

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide program staff engaged in developing or using the 
information system with required security and privacy training. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluating System Effectiveness ◕  

Perform a comprehensive evaluation of the information system’s 
consistency with its articulated purpose. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

TECS Modernization 
(TECS-Mod) 

Responsible agencies: CBP (and ICE)

Life-cycle stage: Mixed (TECS is operational and 
TECS-Mod is in development)

Life-cycle cost estimate: $1.1 billion (CBP’s 
TECS-Mod only)

System designation: Major IT investment

Major milestones: Deployment is scheduled from 
2011 through 2015 

PIA: Partial PIA completed December 2010
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Identify any changes to the system that cause it to deviate from 
its original purpose and ensure that these changes are 
approved.  

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Evaluate the system before it is made operational to 
demonstrate expected effectiveness. In doing so, the 
evaluation/demonstration should be appropriate, scientifically 
valid, and sufficient and include documented effectiveness 
measures.  

Partial The program performed operational tests of the 
system to demonstrate its effectiveness; however, 
the tests could not determine the system’s 
effectiveness against all documented measures. In 
several cases, the test reports indicated additional 
capabilities needed to be completed before they 
could be evaluated. 

Assess the quality of the data to be used in the system.  Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Obtain an independent validation of test results (by an entity 
outside the program office). 

Yes The program office obtained an independent 
validation of test results.  

Re-evaluate the system once it is operational to ensure the 
system continues to be effective and consistent with its intended 
purpose. 

n/a It is too early to re-evaluate the system, since the 
first segment is now being deployed. 

Assess system and operator performance, with mechanisms for 
detecting and reporting errors such as monitoring tools and 
regular audits. 

Partial The program office has defined performance 
metrics for the system and has mechanisms for 
reporting errors, but has not performed recurring 
operational assessments.  

Evaluating Program Privacy Impacts ◕  

Conduct a privacy impact assessment for the information system 
before developing, operating, and making major changes to the 
system. 

Partial The program has completed a PIA that addresses 
several, but not all of the TECS-Mod program 
segments. A PIA covering the remaining segments 
is not yet complete.  

Ensure the privacy impact assessment adequately addresses 
issues such as: privacy risks and actions taken to mitigate those 
risks; data collections; data uses; information security 
safeguards; and transparency, redress, and accountability 
regarding data issues.  

Partial The PIA addresses privacy risks, data collections, 
information security safeguards, transparency, and 
redress; however, it only partially addresses data 
uses and accountability on data issues because 
the program has not evaluated the accuracy of its 
results.  

Obtain an independent validation of the system’s privacy 
impacts and protections (by an entity outside the program 
office). 

Yes The program office obtained an independent 
validation of privacy impacts and protections.  

Have and use a process to periodically review the effectiveness 
of the program’s privacy and security controls to update privacy 
impact assessments and system of record notices as 
appropriate. 

Partial The program office has a process to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the system’s security controls; 
however, it has not yet completed all PIAs and 
therefore has not updated its privacy controls.  

Obtaining Executive Review/Authorization of Investments ◕  

Have the executive review board evaluate the information 
system at each major phase of development and have these 
assessments and decisions documented.  

Yes The program office performed this activity. 
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Agency and program office activities 
GAO 

assessment Description 

Examine the system’s effectiveness, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and alignment with the 
agency’s mission. 

Partial An executive review board examined the system’s 
effectiveness measures, privacy protections, 
information security, legal compliance, and mission 
alignment. However, the acquisition plan that 
would be used to evaluate system effectiveness 
and alignment with the agency’s mission was 
incomplete, thereby limiting the effectiveness of the 
executive review.  

Track any review board recommendations and concerns until 
they are fully addressed and closed. 

Yes 

 

The program office performed this activity. 

Providing Transparency and External Oversight  ◕  

Perform regular reviews of the information system by external 
organizations (CIO, Privacy office, other) to ensure compliance 
with privacy and effectiveness requirements. 

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Track corrective actions taken to address recommendations that 
were raised during regular external reviews until they are closed.

Yes The program office performed this activity. 

Provide reports for external oversight and publicly post reports, 
as required. 

Partial 

 

The program office completed and publicly posted 
a PIA that addresses several, but not all, of the 
TECS-Mod program segments. A PIA covering the 
remaining segments is not yet complete. 

Document the legitimate reasons that a program office may not 
post required reports publicly and demonstrate that it has sought 
additional levels of scrutiny of the system’s privacy protections. 

n/a The agency posted all required reports. 

Source: GAO analysis of DHS and CBP data. 
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